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CHAPTER 7

THE FREE AGENT GENERATION (1973-1993)
The Game
The racial integration and geographic expansion of the Boom Era made MLB a
truly national enterprise and created unprecedented opportunities for revenue
growth. As late as 1962, MLB’s annual TV revenue totaled only $16.2 million 75%
of which was generated locally and benefited mostly the teams in major media
markets.1 By 1983, thanks to big national TV contracts, MLB’s annual TV revenue
had increased almost tenfold to $153.7 million and total revenues had grown to
$500 million annually.2 Yet player salaries of the 1960s and early 1970s lagged far
behind this growth. Before 1975, when arbitrator Peter Seitz declared that star
pitchers Dave McNally and Andy Messersmith, who had played the 1975 season
without signing contracts, were free agents, thus effectively ending the 96-year
reign of the Reserve Clause, no player earned more than Henry Aaron’s $240,000
annual salary.3,4 Five years later, Nolan Ryan received MLB’s first million dollar
contract. When this era closed in 1993, Bobby Bonilla’s contract paid him over $6
million annually.
Seitz’s decision set off an acrimonious 20-year labor war, peppered by several work
stoppages – one causing cancellation of the middle third of the 1981 season and
the last (and most brutal) causing cancellation of the last third of the 1994 season
and the entire post season.5-7 In 1997, MLB players and owners finally achieved a
lasting (if uneasy) compromise, in which owners retained some measure of player
control over the early portion of their careers, but players were permitted to move
freely and earn free-market value thereafter.
From its inception in 1879, proponents of the Reserve Clause system had argued
vehemently that this system was absolutely essential to maintaining competitive
balance and that without it, rich teams would buy up all the top talent, while poor
teams, bereft and unable to compete, would be squeezed into irrelevance or even
non-existence.8.9 Eventually, they argued, fan interest for even the wealthy teams
would die without real competition, and MLB itself would die. Of course, this
self-serving argument flies in the face of the empirical evidence that the Reserve
Clause did not prevent the Yankees from winning 29 AL pennants and 20 World
Series in 44 years from 1921-64, while sad sack teams like the Browns, Senators,
Red Sox, Phillies, and White Sox rarely fielded competitive teams. Surprisingly, far
from destroying competitive balance, the advent of free agency brought unprecedented competitive parity by multiple objective measures.10 The gap between good
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and bad teams narrowed, and the upward mobility of bad teams and downward
mobility of good teams increased. Although George Steinbrenner’s Yankees were
able to leverage the new free agency system into a brief a run of success in 1976-81
with four AL pennants and World Series wins in 1977-78, it was the Yankees who
became irrelevant in 1982-94, trading away prospects, fielding poorly constructed
rosters with bloated payrolls, and winning nothing. Thirteen of the 26 MLB teams
won at least one World Series in this era — three for the Athletics and Reds, two
for the Blue Jays, Dodgers, Twins, and Yankees, and one for the Cardinals, Mets,
Orioles, Phillies, Pirates, Royals, and Tigers. Five other teams — the Braves, Brewers, Giants, Padres, and Red Sox — appeared in at least one World Series but didn’t
win. Five other teams — the Angels, Astros, Cubs, Expos, and White Sox — made
postseason appearances without reaching the World Series. Only three teams —
the Indians, Mariners, and Rangers — were shut out. Competitive balance remains
far greater today than at any time during the long reign of the Reserve Clause.
While the overthrow of the Reserve Clause revolutionized baseball off the field,
the 1970s and 1980s were a time of remarkable stability on the field. Scoring generally remained between 4.0 and 4.5 runs per team per game (with a slight upward
trend on the eve of the Steroid Era) — well below the heights of the 1890s and
1930’s, but well above the drought levels of the Deadball Era and the 1960s. HR
rates stabilized at about 0.75 per team per game, interrupting the steady climb
from 1920-1972 (which resumed in the 1990s). The mix of players was eclectic,
drawing from all previous eras.
Looking for 3TO sluggers? How about Mike Schmidt (the new 3TO king at 39.9%)
and Reggie Jackson (the new whiff king with 1.005 SO/H)? Looking for elite contact hitters who were a threat to hit .400 and would look at home playing alongside
the smallballers of old? Meet Wade Boggs, George Brett, Rod Carew, and Tony
Gwynn. Looking for elite base stealers, who could stack up with Cobb, Collins, and
Billy Hamilton? Rickey Henderson, Tim Raines, Joe Morgan, and Vince Coleman
are your guys. Looking for guys who knew how to draw walks? Henderson, Morgan, Schmidt, and Boggs fill the bill. Looking for power pitchers? How about Nolan Ryan, who led all pitchers to that point with 39.8% 3TO and 1.46 SO/H, Tom
Seaver, and Steve Carlton. Looking for finesse and trickery? How about knuckleballer Phil Niekro?
This era produced only one player (Schmidt) who cracked the all-time Top 20
in CVI but produced 21.1% of all players with CVI >100 (12/57) and 19.7% of all
players with CVI >60 (40/203). It also produced two consensus #1 players at their
positions – Schmidt at 3B, and Johnny Bench at C—and perhaps the top defensive
player of all time, Ozzie Smith.
The Free Agent Era did bring two significant changes in the game itself. The AL
introduced the designated hitter rule in 1973 to stimulate scoring. The new rule
created an ERA disparity of about 0.4 between the two leagues (which has shrunk
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since the advent of interleague play) as well as differences in-game strategy. It
also provided a haven in AL lineups for aging and defensively challenged players
who could still hit.
The second change was the popularization of specialized bullpen roles. After a
decade of workhorse pitchers like Phil Niekro, Nolan Ryan, Gaylord, Perry, Don
Sutton, and Steve Carlton, who rank among the top 10 of all time in IP, the 1980s
saw the rise of the relief pitcher, starting with guys like Richard “Goose” Gossage,
Dan Quisenberry, and Bruce Sutter and evolving under A’s manager Tony LaRussa
to the deployment of Dennis Eckersley exclusively in the ninth inning in 1988.
In the ensuing decades, closers (and their shady statistical companion, the save)
would attain outsized prominence. In the meantime, complete games dropped,
and 300-inning starters vanished (see Appendix 1, Figures A1.8-11).
Significant demographic changes in MLB also gained momentum. Through the
mid-1980s, baseball had appeared to reach a stable equilibrium with about 70%
Whites, 18% African-Americans, and 12% Latinos.1 But starting in 1987, the prevalence of Latinos in MLB began to rise as baseball became an increasingly international sport, while the prevalence of African Americans began to drop. In 1993
the prevalence of Latinos (16.9%) exceeded the prevalence of African Americans
(16.8%) for the first time since integration. The prevalence of Whites declined
slightly to 66%. These trends have accelerated since then.

The Players
Table 7.1: CVI-Plus Players
A) Hitters (Position)
Schmidt, Mike (3B)
Henderson, Rickey (LF)
Morgan, Joe (2B)
Ripken, Cal (SS)
Bench, Johnny (C)
Boggs, Wade (3B)
Carter, Gary (C)
Brett, George (3B)
Carew, Rod (2B)
Yount, Robin (SS)
Fisk, Carlton (C)
Jackson, Reggie (RF)
Grich, Bobby (2B)
Molitor, Paul (DH)

MidCareer
1980
1988
1974
1989
1974
1988
1982
1980
1975
1983
1978
1974
1976
1988

HOF
BBWAA
BBWAA
BBWAA
BBWAA
BBWAA
BBWAA
BBWAA
BBWAA
BBWAA
BBWAA
BBWAA
BBWAA
No
BBWAA

AVG/OBP/SLG
.267/.380/.527
.279/.401/.419
.271/.392/.427
.276/.340/.447
.267/.342/.476
.328/.415/.443
.262/.335/.439
.305/.369/.487
.328/.393/.429
.285/.342/.430
.269/.341/.457
.262/.356/.490
.266/.371/.424
.306/.369/.448

OPS+
147
127
132
112
126
131
115
135
131
115
117
139
125
122

WARH
106.9
111.2
100.5
95.9
75.2
91.4
70.1
88.6
81.3
77.3
68.5
74.0
71.1
75.7

CVI
142.0
134.9
120.6
113.3
111.7
110.8
103.1
101.3
88.7
83.9
82.8
80.7
77.9
77.8
(continued)
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Table 7.1 (cont’d)
A) Hitters (Position)
Smith, Ozzie (SS)
Trammell, Alan (SS)
Sandberg, Ryne (2B)
Dawson, Andre (RF)
Raines, Tim (LF)
Gwynn, Tony (RF)
Nettles, Graig (3B)
Whitaker, Lou (2B)
Bell, Buddy (3B)
Winfield, Dave (RF)
Simmons, Ted (C)
Murray, Eddie (1B)
Evans, Dwight (RF)
Hernandez, Keith (1B)
Munson, Thurman (C)
Evans, Darrell (3B)
Smith, Reggie (RF)
Randolph, Willie (2B)
Bonds, Bobby (RF)
Cedeno, Cesar (CF)
Clark, Will (1B)

MidCareer
1987
1986
1989
1982
1987
1989
1976
1986
1980
1981
1976
1984
1982
1982
1974
1978
1973
1983
1973
1975
1991

HOF
BBWAA
VC
BBWAA
BBWAA
BBWAA
BBWAA
No
No
No
BBWAA
VC
BBWAA
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

AVG/OBP/SLG
.262/.337/.328
.285/.352/.415
.285/.344/.452
.279/.323/.482
.294/.385/.425
.338/.388/.459
.248/.329/.421
.276/.363/.426
.279/.341/.406
.283/.353/.475
.285/.348/.437
.287/.359/.476
.272/.370/.470
.296/.384/.436
.292/.346/.410
.248/.361/.431
.287/.366/.489
.276/.373/.351
.268/.353/.471
.285/.347/.443
.303/.384/.497

OPS+
87
110
114
119
123
132
110
117
109
130
118
129
127
128
116
119
137
104
129
123
137

WARH
76.9
70.7
68.0
64.8
69.4
69.2
68.0
75.1
66.3
64.2
50.3
68.7
67.1
60.3
46.0
58.8
64.6
65.9
57.9
52.8
56.5

CVI
74.6
74.5
74.3
71.1
69.5
68.3
67.0
66.9
66.2
65.3
65.0
64.0
61.9
61.2
60.6
58.6
58.4
57.4
56.4
54.2
53.9

B) Pitchers
Seaver, Tom (SP)
Niekro, Phil (SP)
Blyleven, Bert (SP)
Carlton, Steve (SP)
Gossage, Rich (RP)
Ryan, Nolan (SP)
Eckersley, Dennis (RP)
Palmer, Jim (SP)
Reuschel, Rick (SP)
Saberhagen, Bret (SP)
Stieb, Dave (SP)
Hiller, John (RP)
Sutton, Don (SP)

MidCareer
1974
1976
1977
1975
1980
1979
1982
1975
1978
1989
1984
1974
1976

HOF
BBWAA
BBWAA
BBWAA
BBWAA
BBWAA
BBWAA
BBWAA
BBWAA
No
No
No
No
BBWAA

ERA/WHIP
2.86/1.121
3.35/1.268
3.31/1.198
3.22/1.247
3.01/1.232
3.19/1.247
3.50/1.161
2.86/1.180
3.37/1.275
3.34/1.141
3.44/1.245
2.83/1.268
3.26/1.142

ERA+
127
115
118
115
126
112
116
125
114
126
122
134
108

WARP
106.0
97.0
96.1
84.1
41.6
83.6
62.2
67.6
68.1
58.9
56.5
31.0
68.3

CVI
120.5
108.4
104.2
100.6
90.6
79.9
75.9
69.3
67.0
66.5
63.6
60.7
58.7
(continued)
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Table 7.1 (cont’d)
B) Pitchers
Hershiser, Orel (SP)
Tanana, Frank (SP)
Gooden, Dwight (SP)
Smith, Lee (RP)
Fingers, Rollie (RP)
Langston, Mark (SP)
Koosman, Jerry (SP)

MidCareer
1988
1978
1987
1986
1977
1990
1975

HOF
No
No
No
VC
BBWAA
No
No

ERA/WHIP
3.66/1.270
3.48/1.261
3.51/1.256
3.03/1.256
2.90/1.156
3.97/1.354
3.36/1.259

ERA+
112
106
111
132
120
107
110

WARP
51.4
57.1
48.2
29.3
25.0
50.0
57.0

CVI
56.8
56.5
55.8
55.4
55.0
54.5
53.7

The Free Agent Generation contains a bumper crop of CVI-Plus players, including
35 hitters and 20 pitchers (Table 7.1), of whom 33 are in the Hall of Fame. All but
three of the Hall of Famers (Trammell, Simmons, and Lee Smith) gained entry via
the BBWAA. No players from this era remain on the BBWAA ballot, but the VC,
which has only recently begun to consider this era, may still add to this total. As
in Chapters 3-6, the careers and HOF credentials of the players in Table 7.1, are
presented below in thematic groupings.

What Greatness Looked Like

Mike Schmidt and Tom Seaver were the best hitter and pitcher of the Free Agent
Era. Though not quite as impressive as the top players of previous eras. Each put
together more than a decade of five-WAR seasons and was recognized via multiple
MVP and Cy Young awards as the best of their time.

New Kings of Three True Outcomes
Mike Schmidt (3B):
142.0 CVI – Philadelphia NL (106.9)

Reggie Jackson (RF):
80.7 CVI – Kansas City/Oakland AL
(48.1), New York AL (17.2)
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Schmidt and Jackson continued the trend of 3TO sluggers that had reached unprecedented heights with Mantle, Killebrew, et al in the preceding generation. Indeed, Jackson (41%) not only surpassed Mantle’s career record 40% 3TO rate but
became the first CVI-Plus player to have more career SO (2597) than hits (2584).
He still holds the career SO record, and his 1.01 (SO/H) is still the sixth highest
of all time among qualifying hitters, behind only Adam Dunn, Mike Cameron,
Jim Thome, Curtis Granderson, and Jose Canseco. Schmidt ranks 18th on this list.
Offensively, Schmidt, who struck out in 22.5% (1883/8352) of his AB) was almost a
clone of Harmon Killebrew, with similar OBP, slight advantages in AVG (.001) and
SLG (.020), but 15 fewer HR. Of course, Schmidt’s superb defense at 3B elevated
him far above Killebrew (who was awful at 3B and not much better at 1B); his CVI
is more than twice Killebrew’s.

Mike Schmidt, with permission from the National Baseball Hall of Fame and Museum
Mike Schmidt’s combination of slugging, speed, and brilliant defense (18.4 dWAR
and 10 Gold Gloves — more than any 3B except Brooks Robinson) make him the
consensus pick for the best 3B of all time. Schmidt catapulted to stardom in 1974,
hitting .282/.395/.546 (158 OPS+) with a league-leading 36 HR plus 116 RBI, 108
R, 310 TB, 23 SB and 2.4 dWAR and posting a career-high 9.7 WAR.
Thus began a run of 14 consecutive seasons (1974-87) with at least 5.0 WAR, including four 8-WAR seasons, 12 ASG selections, and three MVP awards. He hit >30 HR
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in all but one of these seasons, topped by 48 HR in 1980, and drove in 100 or more
runs in nine seasons. Meanwhile, the Phillies, heretofore one of MLB’s most hapless
franchises, finished above .500 every year, won six NL East Division titles. two NL
pennant, and the 1980 World Series. Schmidt’s back-to-back MVP seasons in 198081, when he hit .298/.402/.632 (182 OPS+) and posted 16.6 WAR, were arguably
even better than 1974. He posted career bests in HR (48) and RBI (121) in 1980 and
hit .381/.462/.714 with two HR, seven RBI, and six R to earn MVP honors in the
4-2 win over the Royals in the World Series and bring the Phillies their first championship. Schmidt then set career highs in AVG (.316), OBP (.435), SLG (.644), and
OPS+ (198) in the strike-shortened 1981 season, where he amassed 7.7 WAR and
would likely have exceeded 10 WAR had the season not been interrupted.
Schmidt sacrificed contact for power and struck out at least 100 times every year
except 1981 from 1973-1988 (topped by 180 in 1975). He struck out 1883 times overall (12th on the all-time list), and his lifetime AVG was only .267. However, he also
walked 1507 times in his career, and his OBP was a robust .380. Schmidt has garnered many awards and honors, including selection by fans as the Phillies’ greatest player of their first 100 years, the Sporting News Player of the Decade in 1990,
election by the BBWAA in 1997 as baseball’s all-time best 3B, and being ranked 28th
on the Sporting News Top 100 players of the 20th century in 1999.5 His 548 career
HR ranked seventh on the all-time leaderboard when he retired on the eve of the
Steroid era and still ranks 16th through 2019. CVI ranks him first among 3B and 20th
overall, making him an elite Hall of Famer.
Reggie Jackson was Muhammad Ali in cleats, a larger-than-life player with the massive ego to (allegedly) call himself “the straw that stirs the drink” and to embrace
the nickname “Mr. October” and with the skill and nerve to back it up. Nearly 90
players outrank Reggie in CVI, but only Babe Ruth himself had his flair for drama.
From 1968-80 with the Athletics and Yankees, Jackson was one of the most feared
sluggers in the AL, hitting .275/.366/.518 (152 OPS+) and averaging 31 HR, 94
RBI, 87 R, and 5.4 WAR per season, topped by his 7.8-WAR 1973 MVP season in
Oakland.
However, he saved his best for the big stage, i.e., his 11 postseasons and 14 ASG.
Highlights included his mammoth HR off the Tiger Stadium light tower in the
1971 ASG and his three-HR obliteration of the Dodgers in Game 6 of the 1977
World Series as cheers of “Reggie! Reggie! Reggie!” rained down from the stands
to clinch the Series for the Yankees and earn the Mr. October nickname. Reggie
was an outstanding postseason player throughout his career, especially in his five
World Series, hitting .357/.457/.755 with 10 HR and 24 RBI in 116 PA. He also hit
the two-run, third-inning HR that gave the A’s a lead they would never relinquish
in Game 7 of their 1973 World Series victory over the Mets to earn Series MVP
honors. On the downside, despite his speed (in his early days) and a powerful
throwing arm, Jackson was a subpar OF, whose defensive shortcomings forced a
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move to DH when he was 34. Jackson is also remembered for better or worse for
his clashes with Manager Billy Martin after he signed a $3 million contract – one
of the richest of that time – to join George Steinbrenner and the Yankees in 1977.
Jackson’s 563 HR put him sixth on the pre-steroid leaderboard and 14th overall.
CVI ranks Jackson ninth in RF and at the 0.55 percentile overall.

Beyond the Numbers
• Jackson attended Arizona State University (ASU) on a football scholarship and
was a starting defensive back who could run a 60-yard dash in 6.3 seconds. Baseball coach Bobby Winkles encouraged him to play summer baseball to refine his
relatively raw skills. He quickly improved to the point where he became ASU’s
starting CF.11

Speed-Power Combinations
Rickey Henderson (LF):
134.9 CVI – Oakland AL (72.7),
New York AL (30.9)

Joe Morgan (2B):
120.6 CVI – Cincinnati NL (57.9),
Houston NL (30.7)

The stolen base, which had been mostly dormant
in MLB since the days of Ty Cobb and Eddie Collins, returned with a vengeance in the 1970s and
1980s. Henderson, Morgan, and Raines (covered
later) were the cream of the crop, but players
like Lou Brock, Vince Coleman, Ron Leflore, and
Omar Moreno also joined Maury Wills (1962) in
passing or flirting with Cobb’s previous 20th century record 96 SB. Although Morgan’s best SB total
was “only” 67, both he and Henderson brought
20-HR power into the mix, to create a species not
really seen before.

Rickey Henderson

Rickey Henderson is one of baseball’s most unforgettable characters and the greatest leadoff hitter
of all time. Who else besides this 10-time All-Star
was equally capable of starting a game with a home
run or with a walk and three SB? He was a disrup-
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tive force that opponents could do little or nothing to stop. He not only leads all
MLB players with 1406 SB and 2295 R, but hit 297 HR, 81 of them leading off a
game (also a major league record), just to keep opposing teams off balance. His
2190 BB rank second among the all-time leaders, even though pitchers knew that
walking Henderson was like spotting their opponent a man in scoring position.
He and Morgan stick out like sore thumbs among the array of sluggers (Bonds,
Ruth, Williams, Yastrzemski, Thome, Mantle) who populate the BB leaderboard.
Henderson not only holds the modern seasonal record for SB with 130 in 1982, but
he also posted three of MLB’s eight 100-SB seasons since 1900, with 108 (fifth) in
1983 and 100 (eighth) in 1980.
In 1979-84 with the A’s, Henderson was basically Lou Brock 2.0 with improved
on-base skills, hitting .291/.400/.408 (132 OPS+) and averaging 5.7 WAR, 82 SB,
98 R, 87 BB, but only 8 HR per season. His isolated power was only .117. However,
after being dealt to the Yankees in 1985, he traded some SB for more HR and a
higher SLG and hit .290/.410/.466 (145 OPS+) while averaging 6.8 WAR, 67 SB,
111 R, 98 BB, and 19 HR in 1985-93. His 9.9 WAR season in 1990, which matched his
9.9 WAR in 1985, earned him his only MVP award.
Rickey continued to play until 2003, long after his prime but often still productive, and bounced from team to team as a “hired gun” for the pennant chase and
postseason. Henderson played in eight postseasons with five different teams in his
24-year career; he hit .284/.389/.441 with 5 HR, 47 R, and 33 SB, and was named
MVP of the 1989 ALCS. CVI ranks him fourth in LF and 21st overall, making him
an elite Hall of Famer.
Joe Morgan stood only 5’7”, but he was the ignition of the Big Red Machine in 197276, a remarkable five-year span in which he accrued 47.8 WAR, hit .303/.431/.499
(163 OPS+) and averaged 22 HR, 85 RBI, 113 R, 62 SB, and 118 BB per season.
For comparison, Henry Aaron’s best five-year run in 1959-63 produced only 43.7
WAR. Morgan won consecutive MVP awards for the World Series champions of
1975-76 and finished fourth in the MVP voting for the 1972 NL champions and
1973 NL West champions. His 11.0 WAR in 1975 is second only to Hornsby’s 12.2
WAR in 1924 among all MLB 2B. When you add Morgan’s 5.6 and 5.8 WAR sea-
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sons on either side of this five-year run, the 1971-77 seasons account for 71% of
Morgan’s CVI (as shown in his career trajectory plot). No other player of Morgan’s
caliber crammed so much of his career value into such a small portion (less than
one-third) of his career. Morgan had three other 5-WAR seasons in 1965, 1967,
and 1982, but his other 12 seasons were not special. Morgan played in 10 ASG but
struggled in seven postseasons, hitting. 182/.323/.348. Morgan’s 126.4 CVI ranks
fourth at 2B and 26th among all HOF-eligible players. He is an elite Hall of Famer.

Beyond the Numbers
• Henderson was born Rickey Nelson Henley in the back seat of a Chicago taxi on
Christmas Day 1958. He took the surname Henderson from his stepfather.12
• Morgan came to Cincinnati in 1972 after a controversial trade sending two of Cincinnati’s most popular players (Lee May and Tommy Helms) to Houston. His manager in Houston, Harry Walker, considered Morgan a troublemaker, but Reds HOF
manager Sparky Anderson, considered him the smartest player he ever managed.13
• After his playing career, the articulate and insightful Morgan had a long successful
career in broadcasting, most notably as the analyst on ESPN Sunday Night Baseball
from 1990-2010, and served on the HOF Board of Directors until his death in 2020.

The Aces
Tom Seaver (SP):
120.5 CVI – New York NL (78.7),
Cincinnati NL (19.5), Chicago AL (9.7)

Phil Niekro (SP):
108.4 CVI – Milwaukee/
Atlanta NL (88.5)

Bert Blyleven (SP):
104.2 CVI – Minnesota AL (48.9),
Cleveland (20.1), Texas AL (11.1),
Pittsburgh NL (8.3)

Steve Carlton (SP):
100.6 CVI – Philadelphia NL (69.4),
St. Louis NL (22.1)

Nolan Ryan (SP):
79.9 CVI – California AL (40.6),
Houston NL (23.5), Texas AL (15.2)

Jim Palmer (SP):
69.3 CVI – Baltimore AL (68.5)

The common denominator among this otherwise eclectic group of aces — which
ranges from knuckleballer Niekro to extreme strikeout pitcher Ryan — is their endurance and longevity. Indeed, Niekro, Ryan, Carlton, Blyleven, and Seaver rank
4th, 5th, 9th, 14th, and 19th in IP among all MLB pitchers of every generation, and 1st,
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2nd, 6th, 8th, and 10th of all post-1920 pitchers. Even Palmer (who ranks 43rd in IP and
21st since 1920) pitched more innings than any pitcher in the Classical Era or any of
the hard-throwing aces of the 1960s.
Seaver, the cerebral, hard-throwing 12-time All-Star and three-time Cy Young
winner is the single player most responsible for transforming the New York Mets
from a laughingstock into a World Series champion in 1969 and changing forever
how the Mets franchise would be viewed. The transformation can be pinpointed to a near perfect game against the East Division-leading Cubs on July 8, 1969.
Although that game only narrowed the Cubs’ NL East lead from four to three
games, it gave the Mets credibility as a genuine contender. During his peak (196777), Seaver posted a 2.48 ERA (142 ERA+) and 1.057 WHIP while averaging an
18-10 W-L, 230 SO, 271 IP, and 7.2 WARP and earning the nickname “Tom Terrific.”
He led the league five times in SO, three times in ERA and WHIP, twice in W, and
once in SHO and CG during this period.
Although Seaver received the most acclaim for his 25-win, 165-ERA+, 7.2-WARP
tour de force for the 1969 “Miracle Mets,” which earned him his first Cy Young
Award, his two best years were in 1971 (20 wins and 10.2 WARP) and 1973 (19 W, 175
ERA+, 10.6 WARP, and his second Cy Young Award). He also won a third Cy Young
award in 1975 (22 W, 146 ERA+, 7.8 WARP). Seaver ranks sixth on the career SO
leaderboard (3640) and tied for seventh in shutouts (61). Seaver’s 120.5 CVI ranks
ninth among SP and 27th among all HOF-eligible players, making him an elite Hall
of Famer. The BBWAA concurred and gave him 98.8% of their votes in 1992, a
record that stood until the elections of Ken Griffey Jr. in 2016 and Mariano Rivera
(unanimously) in 2019.
It is the sad plight of knuckleballers, especially those who pitch until age 48, to be
remembered as paunchy middle-aged men trying to scrape by in a young man’s
game on guile and a trick pitch. We often forget how good they were in their
prime. Niekro was a truly great pitcher for a six-year stretch in 1974-1979 at ages
35-40, averaging 18-16 with a 3.21 (125 ERA+), a 1.263 WHIP, and 205 SO in 309 IP.
He averaged 7.9 WARP per season, leading the NL in 1978 (10.0) and 1979 (7.4), but
never garnered more than 15% of the Cy Young Award votes. It didn’t help that his
team, the Braves, finished last in most of his best seasons.
Niekro was also pretty good during the seven years leading up to that peak and
into his mid-40s. He compiled 330+ IP in three seasons (1977-9) and 250+ IP in
eight other seasons, and won 20+ games three times, topped by 23 in 1969. He
played in five ASG, led the NL in ERA in 1967, and pitched a no-hitter against
the Padres in 1973. However, nothing comes easily for knuckleballers. He spent
1959-64 in the minors (interrupted by military service in 1963) and two more
years shuttling between the Braves and AAA bullpens before receiving an opportunity to join the Braves starting rotation in 1967 at age 28. He played mostly
for losing Braves teams, except for the 1969 and 1982 NL West champions, who
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were each swept in the NCLS. Even when he was a mid-rotation starter for decent Yankee teams in 1984-85, they did not win their division. Niekro’s 108.4 CVI
ranks 13th among SP and 40th among all HOF-eligible players, making him an
elite Hall of Famer. The BBWAA elected Niekro to the HOF in 1997, his fifth year
of eligibility.
With his 96.0 WARP and his 106.2 CVI, Bert Blyleven would seem a no-brainer
first-ballot HOF selection. So why did he receive only 17.5% of the BBWAA votes
in his ballot debut in 1998, and why did almost 20 years elapse from the end of
Bert Blyleven’s 23-year career until he finally crossed the 75% threshold for HOF
election in 2011?
For that matter, why did a player who
posted ten 5-WARP seasons appear in
only two All-Star games and never come
close to a Cy Young award? Perhaps it is
because he pitched for mediocre teams
for most of his career and struggled to
win more games than he lost. Perhaps his
outspoken criticism of fans and management with the Twins and Pirates soured
some BBWAA voters. Yet these factors
notwithstanding, Blyleven’s eight-year
peak from 1971-78, in which he averaged
16-14 with a 2.79 ERA (134 ERA+) and
1.136 WHIP and 222 SO in 278 IP and
6.5 WARP per season was among the best
of his time. And a series of injuries and
clashes with management did not prevent him from putting up several more
very good seasons in his 30s, including
for the 1987 World Series champion
Twins. Blyleven ate innings but was no
mere innings-eater; he pitched for 23
years but was no mere compiler. His 3701
SO total is exceeded only by Ryan, Randy
Bert Blyleven
Johnson, Clemens, and Carlton. His 104.2
th
h
CVI ranks 15 among SP and 44t among all HOF-eligible players, making him
an elite Hall of Famer.
Ten-time All-Star Steve Carlton, aka “Lefty,” was just different. An avid student
of Eastern philosophy and practitioner of meditation since his teens, Carlton was
a perfectionist, who was uniquely able tune out distractions and had no problem
zigging when everyone else zagged.14 His career was also different. Unlike most
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great players, who build gradually to a peak, sustain it for several years, then gradually decline, Carlton’s WAR trajectory plot looks like a few California redwoods
scattered in an apple orchard — a lot of pretty good seasons, punctuated by a few
spectacular ones.

His best season was achieved with a dreadful last-place Phillies team in 1972 at age
27, when he went 27-10 with a 1.97 ERA (182 ERA+) and 0.993 WHIP and 310 SO in
346.1 IP, while the rest of the team went an abysmal 32-87. His 12.1 WARP was the
second highest (behind Dwight Gooden’s 12.2 in 1985) since 1920. Future Pirate
Hall of Famer Willie Stargell compared hitting Carlton’s wicked slider that year to
“drinking coffee with a fork.”15 However, the control problems that plagued Carlton in this early career returned in 1973-75 as his BB9 increased from 2.3 to 3.8. Although Carlton’s 23-W 5.9-WARP 1977 season won him a second Cy Young award,
It was not until 1980 that the Carlton of 1972 re-emerged with a 10.2-WARP 24-W
season that won him his third Cy Young award and sparked the Phillies to their
first World Series championship. He won his fourth and final Cy Young award in
1982. Due in part to his longevity, Carlton ranks fourth in career SO (4136) and
second in BB (1833) although his 30% 3TO rate is not extreme. Carlton’s 100.6 CVI
ranks 18th among SP and 53rd among all HOF-eligible players, making him an elite
Hall of Famer.
Texas icon Nolan Ryan is baseball’s undisputed strikeout king. The 839 SO
(17%) gap between the eight-time All-Star and runner-up Randy Johnson is
almost as large proportionally as the 94-win (23%) gap between Cy Young
and runner-up Walter Johnson. Ryan struck out >300 batters six times in his
career, including the all-time record 383 in 1973 and 301 16 years later, in 1989,
at age 42. Ryan was also baseball’s hardest pitcher to hit, yielding only 6.56
H9 (topping the MLB leaderboard), and threw seven no-hitters — three more
than runner-up Sandy Koufax. Combining these two areas of dominance, Ryan
racked up 1.4565 SO/H, second (by a hair) to Randy Johnson among pitchers
with >7500 BF.
Ryan’s best run came with the Angels in 1972-77 (at ages 25-30), when he averaged 5.6 WARP, a 19-16 W-L, with a 2.91 ERA (118 ERA+) and a 1.281 WHIP
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(despite 173 BB per season), and an unprecedented 322 SO per year. Only six
other pitchers — Randy Johnson (five times), Sandy Koufax, Rube Waddell, Bob
Feller, Gerrit Cole, and Sam McDowell — have ever exceeded 322 strikeouts in
a single season, let alone averaged 322 SO over six seasons. Other highlights
included nine shutouts in 1972 and no-hitters in 1973 (2), 1974, and 1975, but no
Division titles. Ryan remained a very good pitcher with the Astros and Rangers
for another 15 years after 1977, including no-hitters in 1981, 1990, and 1991 at age
44 (becoming the oldest man to throw a no-hitter) and led the league in SO in
1978-79 and 1987-92.
So why did Ryan never earn a Cy Young award, appear in only one World Series,
and win only 32 more games than he lost (324-292) during his 28-year career?
Bases on balls were his bane — 2795 for his career, a whopping 0.52 BB9. Indeed, he laps the field in career BB even more extremely than he does in SO,
with 962 (52%) more BB than runner-up Steve Carlton. So, his career 3.19 ERA,
112 ERA+, and 1.247 WHIP are unremarkable, and his CVI is “only” 79.9 (33rd
among SP and at the 0.57 percentile overall) rather than the elite 135 it might
have been had he been able to harness his command as Randy Johnson did in
the 1990s. Still, the BBWAA elected Ryan to the HOF with 98.8% of the votes
in 1999.
Palmer was the AL’s top pitcher of the 1970s, the perennial ace who pitched 3948
innings and won 268 games for Oriole teams that won seven AL East championships, six AL pennants, and three World Series from 1966-83. In his prime (196978), Palmer compiled a 2.52 ERA (139 ERA+), and 1.135 WHIP and averaged 19-10
with 162 SO, 88 BB, 18 CG, 5 SHO, and 5.6 WARP), despite a 7-12 injury-marred
1974 season. He won 20 or more games eight times, pitched in six ASG, and won
Cy Young awards in 1973 and 1975-76. Palmer’s best year was probably 1975 when
he went 23-11, with 10 SHO, a miniscule 2.09 ERA (169 ERA+), a career-low 1.031
WHIP, and a career high 8.4-WARP. He was also one of three 20-game winners
on the Orioles 1970 World Series champions and one of the record four 20-game
winners on the 1971 AL Champions.
Palmer was at his best in the postseason, going 8-3 with a 2.61 ERA and 1.214
WHIP in 124.1 IP for eight playoff teams, three of whom won the World Series. An
intelligent, articulate player who had his own ideas about pitching, Orioles fans
also remember his love-hate relationship with his fiery manager Earl Weaver, the
oddest couple since McGraw and Mathewson 70 years earlier. Palmer and Weaver bickered like an old married couple, with Weaver trying to tell Palmer how
to pitch, and Palmer trying to tell Weaver how to manage. Neither made much
headway, but there was always an underlying mutual respect. It was always Palmer
whom Weaver relied on to win the biggest games. Palmer’s 69.3 CVI ranks 52nd
among SP and at the 0.90 percentile overall, good enough to make him a solid
Hall of Famer.
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Beyond the Numbers
• It was the Braves, not the Mets, who jumped on Seaver in the 1966 amateur draft.
However, when Seaver signed before the college season ended, in violation of
MLB rules, Commissioner Kuhn voided the contract. The Mets won the lottery for
Seaver’s service among the three teams willing to match the Braves’ $51,000 bonus offer.16
• When Seaver and the Mets had a falling out in 1977, he was traded to Cincinnati.
The trade ruined the Mets, but the reign of the Big Red Machine had also begun to
decline. Seaver pitched his only no-hitter for Cincinnati in 1978. No Met pitched a
no-hitter until Johan Santana in 2012.
• Phil Niekro’s younger brother Joe was also a fine knuckleball pitcher, who was 221204 (29.8 WAR) in 22 seasons (1967-88) with the Astros and six other teams. In
1979, Phil and Joe co-led the NL in wins by combining for 42 wins (21 each), with
Phil’s coming for the hapless 66-win Braves. Phil and Joe’s combined total of 539
career wins is the highest for any pair of brothers in major league history (beating
529 by Gaylord and Jim Perry) and represents 28 more wins than fellow Ohioan Cy
Young won all by himself.
• Blyleven is the first of 11 MLB players — and the only Hall of Famer — born in the
Netherlands. He and his parents emigrated to Saskatchewan in 1954 and finally
settled in Garden Grove, CA in 1957.17
• Although Blyleven’s trade to Pittsburgh gave him a long-awaited opportunity to pitch
for a good team and win a World Series ring in 1979, he resented manager Chuck
Tanner’s quick hook and was a disgruntled dissenter in the close-knit Pirate’s family.
• Blyleven thrived as a popular Twins TV color commentator from 1996-2020. Though
often brash and an unabashed “homer,” he came across as fun-loving and playful
rather than entitled and disgruntled, as in his worst moments as a player.
• Carlton was generally shy and introverted but could also be brash. When he approached veteran catcher Tim McCarver as a rookie and told him he needed to
call for more breaking balls when behind in the count, this elicited a “who the
hell are you” response from the incredulous McCarver. Carlton would remain very
stubborn about how he wanted to pitch throughout his career no matter who was
catching him.18
• Carlton began with the Cardinals but was traded to the Phillies in 1971 for Rich
Wise, another outstanding young SP with a similar record to Carlton, after a salary
dispute. His anger at being traded may have been a prime motivator of the 12.1WARP 1972 season that was the crown jewel of his career.
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Beyond the Numbers (cont’d)
• Ryan was Seaver’s teammate on the 1969 “Miracle Mets” as a RP/spot starter. It was
not until his trade to the Angels (for SS Jim Fregosi) in 1972 that Ryan blossomed.
• Ryan became a successful minor league baseball executive in Texas after he retired,
and more recently served as president of the Texas Rangers and a senior advisor to
the Houston Astros.19
• Palmer was adopted when he was two days old by Moe and Polly Wiesen, of New
York City. Palmer played catch in Central Park as a boy. Moe died when Jim was
nine, and Polly moved to Beverly Hills and married an actor, Max Palmer, who adopted him and gave him his name.20
• Palmer made his first big splash at age 20, winning 15 games for an upstart Orioles
team that surprised the AL and swept the defending champion Dodgers in the World
Series. Palmer pitched a 6-0 shutout in Game 2, besting Sandy Koufax in his final
major league appearance. However, arm problems laid him low in 1967-68. The
Orioles did not even protect him in the 1969 expansion draft, but the Royals and
Pilots passed.

The Throwbacks
Wade Boggs (3B):
110.8 CVI – Boston AL (71.9),
New York AL (18.3)

George Brett (3B):
101.3 CV I – Kansas City AL (88.6)

Rod Carew (2B):
88.7 CVI – Minnesota AL (63.8),
California AL (17.4)

Tony Gwynn (RF):
68.3 CVI – San Diego NL (69.2)

Here are four players, all members of the “3000-hit club,” who bucked the relentless historic march toward hit-or-miss 3TO sluggers. Boggs (.328), Brett (.306),
Carew (.328), and Gwynn (.338) were all lifetime .300 hitters, and none had more
than 21.4% 3TO. Indeed, Gwynn’s 13.5% 3TO is near the bottom of hitters with at
least 7500 PA; only five of the 31 hitters below him played after 1950. These four
players combined for 16 seasons in which they hit .350 or more, and Carew (1977),
Brett (1980) and Gwynn (1994) each flirted with becoming MLB’s first .400 hitter
since Ted Williams in 1941.
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Brett (.182 ISO) had some power, but none of the others had ISO >.121. Similarity
scores for these players on Baseball-Reference.com, show that apart from each
other, Boggs, Carew, and Gwynn were most similar to Paul Waner, Zach Wheat,
and Sam Rice, who played at least 50 years earlier in a far better offensive environment. Brett’s greater power made Al Kaline his closest comp, but 1920s stars
Goose Goslin and Al Simmons were not far behind. All four modern players had
superior CVI to their 1920s comps, since similarity scores use unadjusted raw stats.
Wade Boggs stands out from his peers as an on-base machine, who started strong
as a rookie and never posted an AVG <.325 or an OBP <.400 until he was 32 years
old. Boggs had a lot of naysayers in the Red Sox organization and spent six years
(1976-81) in the minors before receiving a major league opportunity. Since he
lacked speed or power and played mediocre defense, most scouts viewed him as a
one-dimensional non-prospect. From 1983-1989 (ages 25-31), his WAR stayed between 6.3 and 9.4 (averaging 8.0), and he hit .352/.446/.483 (152 OPS+), while
averaging 211 H, 110 R, 289 TB, 43 2B, and 103 BB. He won AL batting titles in
1983 and 1985-88 and led the AL in OBP all those years plus 1988. He played in 12
consecutive ASG and finished fourth in the MVP voting in 1995, his best season.
He worked hard to become a good 3B and even won Gold Gloves in 1994-95; he
finished with 13.9 dWAR for his career. Boggs had little HR power, hitting only 118
over his career, 24 of them concentrated in one season (1987). Boggs’s 110.8 CVI
ranks third at 3B and tied with Carl Yastrzemski for 37th among all HOF-eligible
players. He is an elite Hall of Famer.
George Brett has been “Mr. Royal” for more than 40 years, first as a player and
then in management. While Boggs walked more and had a far higher lifetime
OBP, Brett was a middle-of-the-order hitter who hit 20 or more HR eight times
and drove in 100 or more runs four times. Brett played in 13 ASG, nine times
as the starting 3B, beating out Boggs in 1982-85 while their careers overlapped.
During his peak years from 1975-85, he hit .320/.381/.521 (148 OPS+) and averaged 6.3 WAR per season, with his best seasons coming in 1980 (9.4 WAR) and
1985 (8.3 WAR).
In his 1980 MVP season, Brett flirted until September 19 with becoming the
first man since Ted Williams to hit .400, but a 4-27 slump knocked him down
to .384, and he “settled” for .390/.454/.664, while leading the Royals to their
first World Series. In 1985, he hit .335/.436/.585 (179 OPS+) with a career high
30 HR, 112 RBI, 108 R, and 322 TB and finished second in the AL MVP voting.
He then hit .348/.500/.826 with 3 HR in the comeback ALCS win over Toronto, earning him MVP honors, and .370/.452/.407 in the World Series to lead
the Royals to their first championship. Brett’s 101.3 CVI ranks fourth among 3B
and 51st among all HOF-eligible players, making him an elite Hall of Famer. He
received 98.5% of the BBWAA votes in 1999, more than any predecessor except
Seaver, Ryan, and Cobb.
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Carew combined the contact
skills of Brett and Boggs with
the baserunning skills of Morgan and Henderson, but without power or elite on-base
skills. Early in his career, he
showed a particular flair for
stealing home, probably baseball’s most exciting play, falling only one short of Ty Cobb’s
1912 record with seven steals
of home in 1969. Curiously, he
stole home only 10 more times
during the rest of his career.
For 15 consecutive years (196984) Carew hit at least .300,
winning seven batting titles in
1969, 1972-75, and 1977-78. In
his peak years (1972-77), Carew
hit .352/.414/.473 (150 OPS+)
and averaged 93 R, 33 SB, and
Rod Carew, 1975
7.4 WAR. This peak culminated in his 9.7-WAR 1977 season,
when he made his remarkable run at a .400 AVG (falling just short at .388), attained career highs in R (128), 3B (16), and RBI (100), and easily won the AL MVP
award. Carew played in 18 consecutive ASG from 1967-84. Although his defensive
limitations forced a move to 1B in 1975, he accrued 52% of his WAR at 2B, despite
playing 54 more games at 1B, mostly with the Angels. Carew’s 88.7 CVI ranks seventh at 2B and at the 0.42 percentile overall. Carew was the only Panamanian Hall
of Famer until Mariano Rivera’s election in 2019.
No player was more beloved and more closely identified with his franchise than
“Mr. Padre” Tony Gwynn. Gwynn excelled in just one thing — delivering base hits.
He hit over .300 in 19 of his 20 major league seasons, won eight NL batting titles,
and played in 15 ASG. His .338 career AVG was the highest by far of the post-integration era, and his .394 AVG in the strike-shortened 1994 season was the highest
since Ted Williams hit .406 in 1941.
Gwynn struck out only 434 times in 10,232 AB over the course of his career, less often than Ty Cobb. In the entire post-integration era, only Nellie Fox, Vic Power, Felix
Millan, Bobby Richardson, and Glenn Beckert struck out less often. Like Ted Williams before him, Gwynn was an avid student of the science of hitting and pioneered
the study of video in the pursuit of his craft. To be sure, Gwynn was not a perfect
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player. He possessed little home run power, and his increasingly rotund physique
(5’11” and 225 pounds) limited his range in RF. Although he won five Gold Gloves in
six years in 1986-91, his dWAR was only 1.0 during this period and -7.6 for his career;
this held down his career WAR and CVI. But he was almost unstoppable with a bat in
his hands. Gwynn’s CVI ranks 14th in RF and at the 0.93 percentile overall.

Beyond the Numbers
• Boggs was known as a lover of routines and rituals (perhaps stemming from his military
childhood) and was nicknamed “Chicken Man” because he ate chicken every day.21
• Boggs had a four-year extramarital affair, which came to light in 1987, and faced a
messy palimony suit. Fortunately, he and his wife Debbie were able to weather the
scandal and stay together.22
• Apart from his batting exploits, Brett is remembered for a bad case of hemorrhoids
that sidelined him briefly in 1981 (he quipped after his surgery that his troubles were
now behind him) and for the notorious “pine tar incident” in 1983, when he went ballistic after his go-ahead two-run ninth inning HR against the Yankees was disallowed
because he had pine tar too high on his bat.23 The decision was overturned by the
league president, and the Royals won.
• Brett’s older brother Ken (who was considered the family’s star athlete in his youth)
was a journeyman pitcher for 10 MLB teams from 1967-81.
• Carew was born on the crowded “colored-only” rear coach of a train en route from
his parents’ rural Panama home to the maternity hospital. He was named after Dr.
Rodney Cline, the physician-passenger who delivered him. Margaret Allen, the
nurse who assisted him, became his godmother, and sponsored his mother to move
her family to New York to escape her abusive alcoholic husband.24
• Carew received a heart and kidney transplant after a near-fatal heart attack in 2015.
He established the Heart of 29 Campaign (after his old uniform number and his donor’s age) to raise awareness of heart disease prevention.25
• Gwynn starred in basketball (as a point guard) as well as baseball at San Diego
State University and was drafted by the NBA Clippers, as well as the Padres.
• After his retirement from MLB, Gwynn became the head baseball coach at his alma
mater San Diego State University. He was a natural coach and a superb teacher.
Stephen Strasburg was his best known protégé. But Gwynn, who had a long-term
oral tobacco habit as a player, was stricken with salivary gland cancer in 2000 and
ultimately succumbed in 2014 at age 54.26
• In 35 games and 103 PA against Greg Maddux, Gwynn hit. 429/.495/.538 and NEVER struck out.27
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Catching Greats
Johnny Bench (C):
111.7 CVI – Cincinnati NL (75.2)

Gary Carter (C):
103.1 CVI – Montreal NL (55.8),
New York NL (11.4)

Carlton Fisk (C):
82.8 CVI – Boston AL (39.5),
Chicago AL (28.9)

Ted Simmons (C):
65.0 CVI – St. Louis NL (45.0),
Milwaukee AL (6.1)

Thurman Munson (C):
60.6 CVI – New York AL (46.0)

Through 1972, MLB had only six CVI-Plus catchers, topped by Yogi Berra (74.1
CVI). This number nearly doubled in the Millionaire Era, including the catchers with the first, second, and fifth highest CVI. Bench’s power, superb throwing
and receiving skills, and leadership made him #1 at this position, at least until
the physical demands and repeated injuries wore him down in his early 30s.
Carter, a good hitter and elite defender, and Fisk who caught until he was 45
were also among the best to ever play the position. Simmons, who was completely overshadowed by Bench in his peak years, was elected by the VC to the
2020 HOF class. Thurman Munson, who was on a HOF trajectory when he was
killed in a tragic plane crash at age 32, is not in the HOF but probably should
be.
Johnny Bench combined power and superlative defense and played in 14 ASG.
His powerful throwing arm enabled him to control the running game, and
his unusually large hands enabled him to wear a flexible catcher’s glove and
to make defensive plays that no other catcher of his era could and to set the
“Bench-mark” for future catchers. From the time he stepped on a major league
field at age 19, he was a team leader and instant star, winning Rookie of the
Year honors in 1968. Despite a major health scare in 1972, when a benign tumor was removed from his right lung, Bench hit .270/.346/.485 (130 OPS+)
during his peak (1968-79), while averaging 28 HR, 99 RBI, 78 R, 1.7 dWAR,
and 5.8 WAR in 600 PA per season in the cleanup spot. He was the chief power
source for the Big Red Machine, which won six NL West Division championships, four NL pennants, and two World Series during this period, and still
holds the all-time Reds franchise record in career HR and RBI. He won NL
MVP awards in 1970 (when he led the NL with 45 HR and 148 RBI) and 1972 (40
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HR and 125 RBI) and finished fourth in the MVP voting in 1974 (33 HR and 129
RBI) and 1975 (28 HR and 110 RBI).
Bench was also a postseason force, hitting at least one HR in nine of 10 series. He was named MVP of the Reds’ 1976 World Series sweep of the Yankees, h
 itting .533/.533/1.133 with 2 HR, 6 RBI, and 4 R. Bench ranks second
among all catchers in HR (389), third in RBI (1376) and fifth in R (1091) and
TB (3644). Bench also accrued 21.5 dWAR while winning 10 Gold Gloves in
14 seasons behind the plate, trailing only Ivan Rodriguez, Gary Carter, Bob
Boone, Yadier Molina, and Jim Sundberg. But his -1.8 dWAR as a 3B/1B/OF in
his last three seasons, after a series of broken foot bones, two broken thumbs,
arthritic hips (which would later require bilateral hip replacement surgery),
and various back and shoulder injuries from collisions, made it impossible for
him to continue as a catcher, knocked him down to 19.7 dWAR. In 1999, Bench
was named the #1 catcher on MLB’s All-Century team. CVI ranks Bench first
among catchers and 35th among all HOF-eligible players, making him an elite
Hall of Famer.
Gary Carter, aka “The Kid,” is one of baseball’s most underappreciated superstars,
ranking second only to Johnny Bench on the all-time catchers list by WAR and by
CVI. The 11-time All-Star was a dangerous hitter and superior defensive catcher on some outstanding Expos and Mets teams, finishing second in the NL MVP
voting for the 1980 Expos and third for the 1986 World Series Champion Mets.
During his 10-year peak (1977-84 with the Expos and 1985-86 with the Mets), he
hit .274/.347/.474 (128 OPS+) and averaged 25 HR, 89 RBI, 75 R, and 6.1 WAR
per season.
His best season (8.6 WAR) came in 1982 when he hit .293/.381/.510 with 29 HR,
32 2B, 97 RBI, and 91 R. His 26.1 career dWAR not only ranks second to Ivan
Rodriguez among catchers, but ranks 14th among players at all positions. He was
also a team leader, relentlessly sunny and optimistic. Like Bench, Carter’s time
as an everyday catcher was cut short by the wear and tear of the position, which
ruined his knees by age 34, although he played until age 38 as a part-time C/1B.
Carter’s 103.1 CVI ranks 46th among HOF-eligible players. He is an elite Hall of
Famer.
The image of Carlton Fisk waving and gesticulating to guide his towering flyball
over Fenway’s Green Monster and inside the foul pole for a walk-off Series-tying HR against the Reds in the 12th inning of Game 6 of the 1975 World Series
endures as one of baseball’s iconic moments. But the 6’3” Fisk (who was nicknamed Pudge as a chubby eighth-grader) was no mere one-hit wonder. The
11-time All-Star caught 2226 major league games in 24 big league seasons, surpassed only by another Pudge (Ivan Rodriguez). He also ranks second among
all catchers in R (1276) and TB (2999), third in H (2356), and fifth in 2B (421)
and SB (128).
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Fisk’s 7.3-WAR rookie season in 1972, when he
hit .293/.370/.538 (162 OPS+) with 22 HR,
and 61 RBI and was the unanimous choice for
AL Rookie of the Year, was probably his best.
He even led the AL with nine triples — a total
outlier for his career. But he also had a very
nice 17.2-WAR three-year stretch in 1976-78 and
played in 15 ASG in his 24-year career, the last
at age 43. He even put up a 4.9-WAR season in
1990 at age 42. The BBWAA elected Fisk to the
HOF in 2000, his second year of eligibility. CVI
ranks him fifth among catchers and at the 0.52
percentile overall.
Switch-hitting catcher Ted Simmons was an
eight-time All-Star and ranks second among
catchers in H (2472) and RBI (1389) and third
in TB (3793). From 1971-80, he was the second
best catcher in the NL behind Johnny Bench,
hitting .301/.367/.466 (131 OPS+), averaging
17 HR, 90 RBI, 71 R, 32 2B, 253 TB, and 4.5
WAR, and finishing in the NL Top 10 in WARH
five times. In 1975, his .332 AVG was second in
Carlton Fisk
the NL behind Bill Madlock’s .354, and he finished sixth in the MVP balloting. Simmons was
traded to Milwaukee in 1981 after feuding with Cardinals manager Whitey Herzog
and was a key member of the Brewers Harvey’s Wallbangers team that won the
1982 AL pennant before falling to the Cardinals in a closely contested World Series. While known mostly for his offense, his 9.1 dWAR as a catcher in 1968-83 was
solid. Unfortunately, his subpar defense during his final year behind the plate in
1983 and when he bounced between 1B, OF, and DH in 1984-88 dragged his career
dWAR down to 5.2. CVI ranks Simmons ninth among catchers and at the 1.07 percentile overall.
Munson was very similar to Carlton Fisk. Both were tough, hard-nosed catchers
and team leaders, who were solid at the plate and excellent behind it. Munson
became a regular in 1970 at age 23, and Fisk became a regular in 1972 at age 24.
Their WAR trajectories through 1979 (the year of Munson’s death) were strikingly
similar. At age 33 (after 10 seasons as a regular), Munson (46.0 WAR) actually had
3.7 more WAR than Fisk (42.3); Fisk did not pass Munson until 1983, when he was
35 and in his 12th full season. So one can only imagine what Munson’s career might
have been had he not crashed his small plane in August 1979. If you prefer to consider conventional stats, look at Table 7.2.
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Table 7.2: Thurman Munson versus Carlton Fisk Through Age 33
Player
Munson (1969-79)
Fisk (1969-81)

PA
5905
4747

AVG/OBP/SLG
.292/.346/.410
.283/.356/.471

OPS+
116
125

HR
113
169

RBI
701
613

R
696
671

dWAR WAR
11.9
46.0
10.2
42.3

Fisk had the higher OPS+ and hit more HR, but Munson played more, hit for a
higher AVG, and was a slightly better defender As it is, Munson was the 1976 AL
MVP and appeared in seven ASG—three times as a starter over Fisk. I am not trying to argue that Munson would have matched Fisk’s career value had he survived;
no other catcher remained as productive as Fisk into his 40s. However, I would
argue that it would have been reasonable to expect Munson to attain a CVI in the
upper 60s given his trajectory up to his death. Thus, I believe Munson’s 60.6 CVI
in a truncated career, which ranks 14th among catchers and at the 1.20 percentile
overall, warrants inclusion in the HOF. However, he only once received more than
10% of the BBWAA vote in 15 years on the HOF ballot and has gotten little support
from the VC.

Beyond the Numbers
• Bench, who grew up in tiny Binger, OK and idolized fellow-Oklahoman Mickey Mantle, knew he wanted a career in baseball by the second grade. He narrowly escaped
death when brake failure sent his high school team bus rolling down a 50’ ravine,
killing two of his teammates and knocking him unconscious.27
• Off the field, Bench was an instant celebrity, hanging with Bob Hope and Arnold
Palmer, appearing on Mission Impossible, hosting his own local TV show, and always being photographed with a pretty model or actress on his arm. In 1975, he
married a former Miss South Carolina after a whirlwind courtship, but the marriage
ended very publicly within a year, and he returned to bachelor life.28
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Beyond the Numbers (cont’d)
• Carter won the NFL Punt, Pass, and Kick competition in 1961 at age seven and
reached the finals again two years later.29
• Although Carter posted only 3.4 WAR during the Mets’ 108-win 1986 season, his
two Game 4 home runs brought the Mets a World Series-tying victory. However, his
biggest hit may have been his two-out single in the 10th inning of the infamous (for
the Red Sox and Billy Buckner) Game 6, which started the improbable three-run rally
that brought the Mets back from the brink of defeat.
• Fisk attended the University of New Hampshire on basketball scholarship and led
the freshman basketball team to an undefeated season.30 But he gave up basketball
when the Red Sox drafted him, realizing that there was no NBA future for a 6’3”
power forward.
• Fisk was known for his strength, combativeness, and intolerance for anything less
than best effort. He often called on his pitchers to throw high and tight and frequently
skirmished with rival teams, including incidents with Frank Robinson and Thurman
Munson. He was unsparing about calling out lackadaisical play. He even publicly
criticized Red Sox icons Carl Yastrzemski and Reggie Smith for poor leadership and
lack of hustle before backing off and saying that he meant nothing personal.31
• Although Fisk is most closely identified with the Red Sox, with whom he spent 11
seasons, he actually played more seasons (13) with the White Sox.
• The trade that brought Simmons to Milwaukee also brought 1982 ace SP Pete Vuckovich and HOF bullpen ace Rollie Fingers. However, one of the players sent to St.
Louis, Sixto Lezcano, was used in the trade that brought Ozzie Smith to St. Louis.
• Simmons served as general manager of the Pirates in 1992 but stepped down after
a heart attack. He has held a variety of jobs in player development since then.32

When the Orioles Lost Their Way
Cal Ripken Jr. (SS):
113.3 CVI – Baltimore AL (95.9)

Eddie Murray (1B):
64.0 CVI – Baltimore AL (56.5),
Los Angeles NL (8.5)

From 1966-85, coinciding roughly with HOF manager Earl Weaver’s tenure and
Cal Ripken Sr.’s leadership in minor league development, the Baltimore organization fostered something they called the “Orioles Way,” which emphasized pitching, defense, and sound fundamentals over star quality. When they were blessed
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with great players like the Robinsons and Jim Palmer, they won championships,
but even when they lacked star power, they were always in contention and a pleasure to watch. When Weaver retired after coming within a game of the 1982 AL
East pennant, the Oriole Way was alive and well. While Palmer was nearing the
end of the line, their pitching was still outstanding, and their lineup was anchored
by two young stars, 27-year-old slugging 1B Eddie Murray and 22-year-old budding
superstar SS Cal Ripken Jr.
However, when they won the 1983 World Series under new manager Joe Altobelli,
that would be the Orioles’ last pennant for 37 years and counting. Over the next
five years, the Orioles slid into the abyss, losing their first 21 games of the 1988
season and firing Ripken Sr. as the manager. Worse still, Murray was scapegoated
shamefully, as the steady play that was once treasured was relabeled “lackadaisical,” and jeers and even racial taunts replaced the cheers. Ripken Jr. became
the lone vestige of what was once the Orioles way. While the Orioles have had
individual stars like Roberto Alomar, Albert Belle, Adam Jones, Manny Machado,
Mike Mussina, Rafael Palmeiro, and Miguel Tejada since 1988, and fielded playoff
contenders in 1996-97 and 2012-16, they have spent more time near the bottom
than the top of the AL East.

The one salient fact that casual fans know about Cal Ripken Jr. is his signature feat
of surpassing Lou Gehrig’s 2130 consecutive game streak (once thought unassailable) by 502 games to finish at 2632. If you probe deeper, fans will identify him
as the prototype of the modern big power-hitting SS. Ripken was thought of as
steady and reliable in the field, as well as at bat, making all the routine plays and
rarely making an error. However, the stats and his career WAR trajectory plot tell
a somewhat different story. His offensive production was erratic and was concen-
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trated in three outstanding seasons in his 20s — his 8.2-WAR 1983 MVP season, his
10-WAR 1984 season, and his remarkable 11.5-WAR 1991 MVP season, in which he
hit .323/.374/.566 (162 OPS+) with 34 HR, 114 RBI, and 99 R at age 30. This season is tied with Honus Wagner (1908) as the best ever by an MLB SS and has been
topped only by Babe Ruth (five times), Barry Bonds (twice), Carl Yastrzemski,
Rogers Hornsby, and Lou Gehrig among non-pitchers.
However, from 1992-2001, Ripken hit only .271/.329/.424 (97 OPS+) while constantly tinkering with his batting stance, making him a slightly below average
offensive player in his 30s. On the other hand, Ripken was far more than merely
steady and reliable at SS. While he was not flashy or acrobatic like Ozzie Smith,
his 35.7 career dWAR ranks behind only Smith and Belanger at SS and better
than defensive wizards Aparicio (31.8), Maranville (30.8), and Vizquel (29.5).
Ripken was a perennial All-Star through thick and thin, being selected to the
AL team for 19 consecutive seasons starting in 1983 and finished with 3184 hits.
While Ripken’s 78.1 oWAR would have been enough to put him comfortably in
the HOF, it was his defense that made him special. Ripken’s 113.3 CVI ranks second only to Wagner at SS and 34th among all HOF-eligible players, making him
an elite Hall of Famer. He won 98.5% of the BBWAA votes when he was elected
to the HOF in 2007.
Switch-hitting 1B Eddie Murray was an eight-time All-Star, who is in the top 40
on six significant career leaderboards and has checked off two of the milestones
(3000 hits, 500 HR) that HOF voters most cherish. Murray’s production was like
clockwork. Until the last season of his 21-year major league career (in which he
made only 185 PA), Murray never had fewer than 76 RBI (or more than 124) and 16
times hit 20 or more HR (but never more than 33). Hence the nickname “Steady
Eddie.” During his peak in 1982-85, Murray hit .306/.394/.529 (154 OPS+), averaged 31 HR, 31 2B, 114 RBI, 102 R, 305 TB, and 6.2 WAR, and finished second in
the AL MVP voting in 1982-83. He even won three Gold Gloves in 1982-84, despite
dWAR totals near zero.
Although he continued to average .287/.368/.472 with 25 HR and 86 RBI in
1986-88, Murray was scapegoated shamefully for the Orioles decline and was
given away to the Dodgers for two journeyman pitchers and George Bell’s little
brother, Juan Bell. He continued to be moderately productive for the Dodgers
and Mets and as DH of the 1995 Cleveland World Series team at age 39. Murray
placed 77th on the 1998 Sporting News list of Baseball’s 100 greatest players,
and Bill James ranked him fifth at 1B in 2001.33 So why does CVI rank Murray
only 17th at 1B and at the 1.10 percentile overall? First, WAR does not consider
situational stats like Murray’s 1917 RBI and 1627 R. Second, his -11.6 dWAR offset
some of his offensive value. Third, Murray had only four 5-WAR seasons, and
none with >7.1 WAR, and thus was something of a compiler. Still, he deserves
his plaque in Cooperstown.
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Beyond the Numbers
• Ripken performed well in his only three postseasons, hitting .336/.411/.455 for the
1983 World Series champions and the 1996-97 teams that lost in the ALCS.
• Ripken has recently been active in baseball as owner of the Orioles’ Aberdeen Ironbirds franchise. In 2007, President Bush appointed Ripken as Special Sports Envoy
for the State Department, where he recruited former MLB players to hold baseball
clinics in China for more than 800 children.34
• Murray and Ripken were both Rookies of the Year, in 1977 and 1982, respectively.
• In 1988, in the face of withering criticism by Orioles fans and writers, Murray quietly
made a generous donation to the Baltimore City Parks and Recreation Department
to establish the Carrie Murray Nature Center in honor of his late mother. Twenty
years later, he released a wine called Eddie Murray 504 Cabernet and donated the
proceeds to the Baltimore Community Foundation.35

Harvey’s Wallbangers
Robin Yount (SS):
83.9 CVI – Milwaukee AL (77.3)

Paul Molitor (DH):
77.8 CVI – Milwaukee AL (60.0),
Toronto AL (10.5)

Yount and Molitor were the sparkplugs of the power-laden Brewers teams that won
the 1982 AL pennant under manager Harvey Kuenn and were popularly known as
“Harvey’s Wallbangers.” They were table-setters rather than wallbangers themselves. Both were 21% 3TO hitters, more similar to pre-integration players than
most of their contemporaries. Yount struck out more often than Molitor but was
superior defensively.
Robin Yount, who arrived in the major leagues in 1974 as a precocious teenage
SS, was the face of the Brewers franchise and their best all-around player for 20
years. His best season came in the pennant year of in 1982, when he was the AL
MVP, hitting .331/.379/.578 (166 OPS+) with 29 HR, 114 RBI, 129 R, and 367 TB,
good for 10.5 WAR. But despite Yount’s best efforts (.414/.452/.621 with 1 HR, 6
RBI, and 6 R), the Brewers lost a closely contested seven-game World Series to
the Cardinals. The 1982 season was the centerpiece of his five-year run (1980-84)
as the finest all-around SS in the AL. After a 1985 shoulder injury forced Yount to
move to CF, he had a second lesser run of success on the mediocre Brewer teams
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of the late 1980s, capped by a second AL
MVP award in 1989, (when his 5.8 WAR
ranked only ninth in the AL). Curiously,
although Yount played 20 years and had
six 5-WAR seasons, he played in only
three ASG. Yount’s 83.9 CVI ranks sixth
at SS and at the 0.48 percentile overall.
Seven-time All-Star Paul Molitor’s story is one of multiple setbacks and incredible resilience. Indeed, without the
designator hitter rule, Paul Molitor’s
Robin Yount (as coach), 2006
career would have been over long before he attained 3000 hits or the other
achievements that got him into the HOF in 2004. Although Molitor was able to
maintain a consistent if unspectacular level of production over his long career,
with 3.6 to 6.2 WAR in 13 of his 21 major league seasons, the devil is in the details. He overcame cocaine addiction in 1980, and he was frequently sidelined by
serious injuries to his ankle (1981), wrist (1983), elbow (1984), hamstring (1986),
and shoulder and forearm (1990). In 1984, he was among the first position players to undergo Tommy John surgery. The pennant-winning 1982 season, when
he avoided injury and hit .302/.366/.450 (129 OPS+) with 41 SB and led the AL
with 136 R, good for 6.2 WAR, was Molitor’s best.
Like Yount, Molitor performed valiantly in the postseason, hitting
.316/.381/.684 with 2 HR, 4R, and 5 RBI in the ALCS and .355/.394/.355 with
5 R and 3 RBI in the 1982 World Series, including five hits in Game 1. But injuries
continued to plague him until finally, in 1990, when he could no longer throw,
he became a full-time DH. Playing a full injury-free season at DH in 1991, he
hit .325/.399/.489 (147 OPS+) with a remarkable 133 R and 19 SB, showing us
all what we had been missing. Then in 1993, weary of playing for a losing team,
Molitor joined the Blue Jays and hit .332/.402/.509 (143 OPS+) with 121 R and
22 SB at age 36, helping them repeat as World Series champions. He was even
better in the postseason, hitting .391/.481/.696 with 1 HR, 5 RBI, and 7 R in the
4-2 ALCS victory over the White Sox and a scalding .500/.571/1.000 with 2 HR,
8 RBI, and 10 R in the 4-2 World Series victory over the Phillies. He was named
World Series MVP, beating out Joe Carter and his walk-off Series-clinching HR.
Against all odds, Molitor continued to play until he was 41 years old, including
a three-year sunset before his hometown fans in the Twin Cities. Whether you
love or hate the DH rule, its preservation of Molitor’s career was a gift to baseball fans. Molitor’s 77.8 CVI ranks third at DH and at the 0.60 percentile overall,
making him a solid Hall of Famer. He was also voted 99th on baseball’s all 20th
century team in 1999.
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Beyond the Numbers
• Yount was an excellent golfer. He considered leaving baseball to join the PGA tour
when he was 22 to join the PGA tour when he grew frustrated after four losing seasons in Milwaukee.36 Everyone is glad he stayed.
• Yount’s older brother Larry was a major league pitcher, who is listed on Baseball-Reference as having made a single appearance without ever facing a batter. He injured
his arm while warming up for his MLB debut with the Astros and never returned.
• Molitor was a major baseball star at St. Paul’s Cretin High school and at the University of Minnesota, where he was a first team All-American as a sophomore.37 The
university retired his #11 and gave him their Distinguished Service Award when he
accepted an $80,000 to sign with Milwaukee after his junior season.
• Molitor began to abuse cocaine while rehabilitating from a midseason injury in
1980.38 Matters reached a crisis on Christmas Day when he failed to show up at
his parents’ house because he had passed out after an all-night drug party. When
his fiancée threatened to leave him, Molitor turned to religion and overcame his
addiction.
• In 2015, Molitor realized his long-delayed ambition to manage the Twins, who had
been a perennial loser for a decade after a brief run of one-and-done postseason
appearances in the early 2000s. To everyone’s surprise, the Twins made an 83win playoff run in Molitor’s first season, then after falling back to 59-103 in 2016,
made the playoffs as the second wildcard team in 2017. But the Twins fell back
again in 2018 and although they rallied to finish second, it was not enough to save
Molitor’s job.

Sisyphus
Andre Dawson (RF):
71.1CVI – Montreal NL (48.4),
Chicago NL (18.7)

Tim Raines (LF):
69.5 CVI – Montreal NL (49.2),
Chicago AL (16.6)

The Expos’ history in Montreal is reminiscent of the myth of Sisyphus, whose eternal punishment in Hades was to repeatedly push a boulder up a steep hill, only to
have it roll down just before it reached the top. Similarly, the onset of free agency, coupled with the team ownership’s severe financial constraints, doomed the
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Expos to forever watch All-Star players and eventual Hall of Famers like Dawson,
Raines, Gary Carter, Larry Walker, Randy Johnson, and Pedro Martinez depart
before they could ever get quite over the hump and win a championship. The ultimate kick came in the cataclysmic strike year of 1994, when the Expos compiled
the best record in MLB by August, only to have the rest of the season cancelled.
By the time play resumed in 1995, star players Larry Walker, Marquis Grissom,
and John Wetteland had departed, and so had the Expos chances for a pennant.
Dawson, who left the Expos in 1987, and Raines, who left in 1991, were part of this
frustrating legacy.
Eight-time All-Star Andre “The Hawk” Dawson was a “five-tool” star who had to
hobble through the last half of his career as a one-dimensional slugger after his
knees (already damaged while playing high school football) were ruined by Olympic Stadium’s unforgiving artificial turf. In his prime years with the Expos (198083), Dawson hit .302/.350/.518 (140 OPS+) and averaged 24 HR, 87 RBI, 94 R, 31
SB, 286 TB, 1.6 dWAR, and 7.2 WAR per season, while winning four Gold Gloves
in CF. He was widely regarded as one of the best all-around players in baseball.
Although his highest WARH (7.9) came in 1982 (third best in MLB), his 7.5 WARH
(with a 157 OPS+) in the strike-shortened 1981 season was even more impressive;
he could easily have finished with 10-11 WARH in a full 162-game season. As it was,
Dawson finished a close second to Mike Schmidt in WARH in 1981 and was the runner-up to Schmidt in the MVP voting. He also finished second to Dale Murphy in
the 1983 NL MVP vote.
Dawson’s only clear weakness, then and throughout his career, was poor plate
discipline. He struck out more than 2.5 times as often as he walked, and his low
BB rate generally kept his OBP below .360. Bad knees forced Dawson to move
to RF in 1984, where he won four more Gold Gloves, despite falling below zero
dWAR for the last 10 years of his career. When Dawson earned free agency at the
end of the 1986 season, he finally found a soft landing spot for his balky knees
on the natural grass of Wrigley Field. He responded by leading the NL with 49
HR and 137 RBI and winning his only MVP award, despite only 4.0 WAR (not
even in the NL Top 10). In his six years with the Cubs, Dawson reinvented himself
as a pure slugger and veteran leader, hitting .285/.327/.507 (125 OPS+) while
averaging 29 HR, 98 RBI, 72 R, and 3.1 WAR per season and leading the Cubs to
their second NL East championship in 1989. He moved to the AL as a DH in 1993,
when he could no longer play RF, and soldiered on until age 43, long enough to
become one of three players (along with Mays and Barry Bonds) to hit 400 HR
and steal 300 bases. Dawson’s 71.1 CVI ranks 13th in RF and at the 0.70 percentile
overall,
During the early part of his career, Tim Raines was often compared to Rickey
Henderson because of his outstanding on-base skills and his uncanny success in
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stealing bases. The comparison is unfair because Henderson was one of a kind, but
Raines was still the sparkplug of some very good Expos teams in the 1980s and later
settled into a long second career as a utility OF, appearing in four postseasons for
the White Sox and Yankees in the 1990s. Raines hit the ground running as a rookie
in 1981 — literally. He hit .304/.391/.438 (135 OPS+) with 71 SB in a strike-shortened season and finished second to Dodger pitching sensation Fernando Valenzuela for Rookie of the Year. The Expos won the NL East second half crown that year
and defeated the Phillies for the Division title but were stopped by the Dodgers
3-2 in the NLCS. That would be the Expos’ only postseason appearance in their
36-year history before moving to Washington in 2005.
From 1981-87, Raines was second only to Henderson among baseball’s leadoff men,
hitting .310/.396/.488 (135 OPS+) and averaging 72 SB, 103 R, and 5.5 WAR per
season, despite fighting cocaine addiction in 1982. His 90 SB in 1983 and 78 SB in
1982 rank eighth and 20th (tied) since 1900. He played in seven ASG, all during this
period. Raines had one more outstanding 6.3-WAR season in 1992 after his trade
to the White Sox, but gradually declined to a part-time role thereafter, although
he was still an important cog for division-winning teams in Chicago in 1993 and
World Series champions in New York in 1996 and 1998. Raines averaged .300 in
nearly 800 ABs during his three seasons with the Yankees. CVI ranks Raines ninth
in LF and at the 0.87 percentile overall. The BBWAA elected him in 2017, his tenth
and final year on the ballot.

Beyond the Numbers
• Dawson was a victim of MLB’s illegal collusion as a free agent in the winter of 1986,
and after receiving only lowball offers, had to offer Cubs ownership a blank check to
get a $500,000 contract.39
• After returning to his hometown to play out the last two years of his career,
Dawson joined the Marlins front office and served as a special assistant through
2017.
• Although Raines lacked Rickey Henderson’s power and flair, he did outstrip him in
one stat — his 84.7% success rate on SB attempts beats Henderson’s 80.8% and
is among the best in history. He ranks fifth with 805 SB.
• In 1999, while playing for Oakland, Raines was diagnosed with lupus, a serious and
potentially life-threatening chronic auto-immune disease. He returned to Montreal in
2001 after missing most of two seasons.40 The Expos obliged him by trading him to
Baltimore in September so he could join his son Tim Jr. in the OF.
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Bullpen Aces
Rich Gossage (RP):
90.6 CVI – New York AL (18.8), Chicago
AL (9.6), Pittsburgh NL (6.1)

Dennis Eckersley (RP):
75.9 CVI – Boston AL (21.9),
Oakland AL (16.0), Cleveland AL (13.3),
Chicago NL (10.3)

John Hiller (RP):
60.7 CVI – Detroit AL (30.4)

Lee Smith (RP):
55.4 CVI – Chicago NL (18.6),
St. Louis NL (4.3)

Rollie Fingers (RP):
55.0 CVI – Oakland AL (12.6),
Milwaukee AL (8.0), San Diego NL (5.1)

The 1980s ushered in the age of bullpen specialization and brought us six CVIPlus RP. Rich “Goose” Gossage and Dennis Eckersley are no-doubt Hall of Famers, Hiller, Smith, and Fingers, were HOVG types, but Smith and Fingers made
it to the HOF anyway. Given the limitations of CV or any WAR-based metric to
judge the careers of RP, I cannot quarrel too much with those selections. Gossage,
Hiller, and Fingers were multi-inning “old-school” late-inning relievers who came
into games whenever a high-leverage situation arose and pitched as hard and as
long as they could. Eckersley and Smith belonged more to the “new school” of RP
popularized by Eckersley’s manager Tony
LaRussa, in which designated “closers”
were held back to preserve ninth-inning
leads and earn saves.

Rich Gossage

Nine-time All-Star Goose Gossage was the
quintessential workhorse 1970s reliever, a
big, intimidating guy with a blazing fastball who entered games in the middle of
jams and blew away opposing hitters for
multi-inning stretches. His 1975 season,
in which he compiled 8.2 WARP and 19.8
Leveraged WAR (the metric used here to
evaluate RP) with a 1.84 ERA (212 ERA+)
and 1.193 WHIP in 141.2 IP is perhaps the
best ever for any RP, despite his modest
26 saves, which nonetheless led the AL. He
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also posted 31 more strikeouts (130) than hits allowed (99) and yielded only three
HR in 141.2 IP.
When old-schooler Paul Richards (who thought that the best arms belonged in
the starting rotation) replaced Chuck Tanner as White Sox manager in 1976, Gossage was tried as a starter, but was thoroughly mediocre, going 9-17 with a 3.94
ERA and 1.357 WHIP. Gossage said he didn’t have the patience to wait four days
between starts, but he probably missed the adrenaline rush of pitching with the
game on the line. So Tanner, now managing in Pittsburgh, traded for Gossage and
paired him with sinkerballer Kent Tekulve to create a dominant bullpen there.
Gossage had his second-best season, going 11-9 with 26 saves, a 1.62 ERA, a 0.955
WHIP, and 6.0 WARP (13.1 leveraged WAR).
But the Pirates, with a limited budget and Tekulve already in place, allowed Gossage to move to the Yankees as a free agent that winter, joining 1977 Cy Young
award-winning bullpen ace Sparky Lyle, who as 3B Graig Nettles quipped, “went
from Cy Young to sayonara.”41 Gossage enjoyed a very successful six-year run
with the Yankees in 1978-83, averaging 7-5 with 25 saves, 84 SO, and only 30 BB in
86 IP per season. His workload and leveraged WAR were down from his mid-1970s
peak, in part because of age and in part because of the evolution of the closer
role. But he cemented his reputation as a big-game reliever and key contributor
to three AL East Division titles, two AL pennants and a World Series championship, including a 2.87 ERA, 0.894 WHIP, and 8 SV in four postseasons (the last
with the Padres in 1984). Gossage’s 310 saves rank 25th on the career leaderboard.
CVI is not an especially effective tool for evaluating RP and comparing RP across
eras, but Gossage’s ranking as second among RP and 62nd among all HOF-eligible
players seems about right.
Six-time All-Star Dennis Eckersley, a converted starter, was the prototype of
the modern closer for the Athletics in the late 1980s and was the first to be used
almost exclusively for one-inning stints in save situations. Whether or not you
like the idea of pitcher usage being tailored to optimize a statistic of dubious
merit (you can probably sense that I do not), Eck at that stage of his career was
the perfect vehicle for this strategy. Fans often forget that Eckersley also had
a very successful career as a starter with the Indians, Red Sox, and Cubs from
1975-86. The highlight of those 12 years was a three-game stretch in 1977 (at age
22) in which he pitched 22.1 consecutive hitless innings (including a 1-0 12-SO
no-hitter against the Angels), falling barely short of Cy Young’s record 23 consecutive hitless innings in 1904. He also won 20 games for the ill-fated 1978 Red
Sox in his first year with the team. He was known for exceptional control but
was vulnerable to the long ball, yielding 59 HR in 1978-79, his two best seasons
as an SP.
But Eckersley’s ticket to the HOF was his trend-setting second career as a closer.
From 1988-92, Eckersley was the dominant RP in the game, saving 45, 33, 48, 43,
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and 51 games and producing ERAs ranging from 0.61 to 2.96 and WHIPs from
0.607 to 0.913. Freed from having to conserve his strength to pitch multiple innings, he became an extreme strikeout pitcher, with 1.53 SO/H (378/247). Eckersley had only 0.68 SO/H as a SP before his move to the bullpen. He made up
for his awful 1984 postseason as an SP by racking up 15 saves in six postseasons as
an RP. He was named MVP of the 1988 ALCS, in which he saved all four victories
while allowing no runs and one hit in 6.0 IP. Unfortunately, that success was followed by coughing up Kirk Gibson’s epic walkoff HR in Game 1 of the 1988 World
Series, initiating a shocking Dodger sweep.
Two Eckersley seasons stand out above the rest. In 1990, he gave up only 5 ER
in 73.1 IP and sported an unreal 0.61 ERA and 603 ERA+, making him six times
stingier(!) than the average MLB pitcher. Two years later, in 1992, he posted 7 W,
51 SV (without a single blown save opportunity), a 1.91 ERA, and a 0.913 WHIP to
sweep the Cy Young and MVP awards. Only nine pitchers have more than Eckersley’s 51 SV that season. His 390 SV, which topped the leaderboard when he
retired, still rank seventh. Eckersley’s 75.9 CVI ranks third among RP and at the
0.65 percentile overall. That and his historical significance add up to a no-doubt
Hall of Famer.
Long forgotten Tiger RP John Hiller is an unlikely candidate to appear on any
list of baseball’s top players. This is a guy who suffered three heart attacks (!)
in the 1970-71 off-season, missed the entire 1971 and half of the 1972 season, and
returned to post two of the great RP seasons of all time.42 In 1973, Hiller went 10-5
with a league-leading 38 SV and an ERA
of 1.44 in 155.1 IP. And the following year,
Hiller won 17 games as a reliever, with an
amazing 150 IP. Hiller’s 31 decisions that
season and only 13 SV are a testament to
his use when games were on the line, not
when the Tigers were already winning. His
8.0 WARP and 18.2 leveraged WAR in 1973
rank second only to Gossage’s 8.2 WARP
and 19.8 leveraged WAR in 1975 as the best
ever by a RP. Hiller collected only 125 SV
in his 15-year career. Hiller’s 60.7 CVI (1.18
percentile) ranks fifth among RP, well behind Eckersley and Wilhelm but ahead of
Hall of Famer Trevor Hoffman, as well as
Smith, Fingers, and Sutter. Yet Hiller did
John Hiller
not and probably will not receive much
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HOF s upport. While I would not call this a historical injustice, Hiller’s unique
career is still worth remembering.
Going by CVI, Smith and Fingers, who reside in the 1.41-1.44 percentile range, fall
well below my HOF standard. Yet each has something to recommend him. Smith
had 478 saves in his 18-year career and still ranks third on the all-time leaderboard
behind Rivera and Hoffman. His 132 ERA+ is also tied for 33rd on the career leaderboard. He closed for Division winners in Chicago (1984) and Boston (1988) but
was terrible (8.44 ERA) in two postseason defeats.
Fingers (341 in 17 years) ranks 14th on the saves leaderboard despite pitching before the advent of the one-inning closer. Fingers was the ace RP of Oakland’s 197175 mini-dynasty, surpassed 100 IP in relief for eight consecutive seasons, and (unlike Smith) was outstanding in the postseason, posting 4 wins and 9 saves with a
2.35 ERA and 1.169 WHIP in 57.3 IP for Oakland in 1971-75 and Milwaukee in 1981
(when he won the Cy Young award and MVP in the strike-shortened season). He
saved his best for the World Series (1.35 ERA and 1.050 WHIP).

Beyond the Numbers
• Gossage enjoyed playing for the free-spending Steinbrenner, but their relationship
deteriorated late in his Yankee tenure. In 1982, he grew his signature Fu Manchu
mustache, not only for the intimidation factor, but specifically to tweak “the Boss” by
pushing the limits of his facial hair ban.43
• Eckersley had barely established himself in Cleveland when his life was disrupted
by the dissolution of his marriage after his wife Denise left him to marry his friend
and teammate Rick Manning.44 This messy situation triggered a trade to the Red
Sox in March 1978. The Indians would soon grow to regret the deal, since the best
player they got back was over-the-hill Rick Wise, who may be remembered as the
guy who was traded for two Hall of Famers (Steve Carlton was the other) entering
their primes.
• Eckersley, who had a drinking problem as a teenager, nearly went off the rails in
1986, when he began drinking again in 1986 while sidelined by tendinitis in his left
shoulder.45 He checked into a rehab center to get his life back on track and earned a
second chance with LaRussa in Oakland in 1987. This turned out to be the turning
point of his career — and his life.
• Eckersley is now a popular Red Sox color commentator on broadcasts, and is
known and loved for his unsparing candor that earned him the nickname “Honest
Eck” and for the colorful “Eck-isms” he first introduced into the baseball lexicon as a
player, such as “hard cheese,” “yakker,” and “punchout.”
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Just One Thing
Bobby Grich (2B):
77.9 CVI – Baltimore AL (36.0),
California AL (35.1)

Ozzie Smith (SS):
74.6 CVI – St. Louis NL (66.0),
San Diego NL (11.0)

Alan Trammell (SS):
74.5 CVI – Detroit AL (70.7)

Ryne Sandberg (2B):
74.3 CVI – Chicago NL (68.1)

Lou Whitaker (2B):
66.9 CVI – Detroit AL (75.1)

Willie Randolph (2B):
57.4 CVI – New York AL (34.0)

Grich, Smith, Trammell, and Sandberg, are four middle IF with very similar CVI,
between the 0.59 and 0.69 percentile. All should be solid Hall of Famers, yet they
have fared very differently with HOF voters. Smith, a below-average hitter (88
OPS+) but perhaps the greatest defensive player of all time, was an easy first ballot selection. Sandberg, a power-hitting 2B (282 HR) and strong defender (13.5
dWAR) with an MVP award on his resume, won HOF election in his third try on
the BBWAA ballot. Trammell, an above average hitter (110 OPS+) and a near-elite
defender at SS (22.7 dWAR), was elected by the Veterans Committee in 2018 after
being passed over by the BBWAA. Finally, Grich, who had the best CVI and best
OPS+ of the bunch and was superior defensively to Sandberg (but not as good as
the two SS), has not come close to HOF election, receiving only 2.6% of the BBWAA ballots, and completely ignored by the VC.
Actually, Grich was almost halfway to rivalling Mazeroski (24.0 dWAR) as the
best defensive 2B of all time with 11.5 dWAR by the end of his fifth full season
(1976). But a herniated lumbar disk suffered at age 28 limited his mobility and
forced him to re-invent himself as a slugger, topping out at 30 HR in 1979. So he
never left an indelible impression as a particular kind of player. Clearly, HOF
voters are most impressed by players like Ozzie Smith, who excel at “just one
thing” (as the crusty old cowboy Curly told Billy Crystal’s character in City Slickers), and have a harder time integrating the accomplishments of a player like
Grich with broadly-based skills and no single defining attribute.46 This section
will also cover two other CVI-Plus 2B who rank a notch or two below these four,
Lou Whitaker, who was joined to Trammell at the hip for 19 years, and the underrated Willie Randolph.
As the owner of the highest CVI of any eligible non-Hall of Famer who is no
longer on the BBWAA ballot, six-time All-Star Bobby Grich is a sabermetric
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darling. Let’s face it, Grich’s traditional career statistics do not scream “Hall of Fame,” particularly his
.266 AVG, his 224 HR and 864 RBI. He was an excellent defensive 2B, especially early in his career, and
won four Gold Gloves, but his 16.8 dWAR places only
12th among 2B. He had excellent plate discipline, but
his .371 OBP, while very good, places him only 26th
among 2B. His bat also had some extra-base pop
with a .158 ISO, but his .424 SLG stands only 53rd
among 2B.

FPO

Grich had to serve a five-year minor league apprenticeship, since the Orioles major league infield was stacked
with Hall of Famer Brooks Robinson, defensive whiz
Mark Belanger, and solid 2B Davey Johnson. When
he finally got a full major league opportunity, Grich
Bobby Grich
was among the best 2B in baseball, combining solid
hitting with superlative defense. From 1972-76, he hit
.263/.374/.410 (129 OPS+) and averaged 14 HR, 83 R, 59 RBI, 89 BB, and 7.0 WAR
per season. His defense was even better, with four consecutive Gold Gloves and 2.1
dWAR per season. His 4.0 dWAR in 1973 ranks third among all 2B.
Then, after leaving the Orioles to sign with his hometown Angels as a free
agent in 1977, he suffered a herniated lumbar disk trying to lift an air conditioner.47 He returned in 1978 with more power but limited mobility. Grich led
the AL with 8.3 WAR in 1973, but he never finished higher than eighth in the
MVP balloting. His 5.5 WAR in the strike shortened 1981 season was fourth
best in the AL and could easily have been >8.0 in a 162-game season, but he
still finished only 14th in the MVP voting. He played in five ALCS but hit poorly,
and his teams never advanced. Grich’s 71.1 career WAR is not just an oddity of
the Baseball-Reference methodology; his FanGraphs career WAR is 69.2. Grich
was a player with no real weaknesses; every aspect of his game was very good,
but none stood out. Grich may not stand among baseball’s giants, but he was
better than many fans realize. His 77.9 CVI ranks eighth at 2B and at the 0.59
percentile overall.
Ozzie Smith’s specialty was defense, and he did it better than anyone before or
since. Advanced defensive metrics and the “eye test” are in total agreement on
this point. Ozzie Smith’s defense was so spectacularly acrobatic that fans would
come to Cardinal games two hours early to watch “the Wizard of Oz” take infield practice and turn a backflip somersault or two. His 44.2 career dWAR tops
all players and is 4.7 more than second place Mark Belanger. In his rookie year,
he made what some have called the greatest infield play ever, in which he dove
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to his left for a Jeff Burroughs groundball, reached up to snag the ball with his
bare hand from the prone position when the ball took a bad hop, bounced up to
his feet, and threw to 1B in time to nail the runner. You can still see the play on
YouTube.48
But the point is, not only the many “highlight reel” plays that he made, but that
he routinely reached balls that were beyond the reach of other SS and converted
them into outs. As former Mets SS Bud Harrelson put it: “The thing about Ozzie is,
if he misses a ball, you assume it’s untouchable. If any other SS misses a ball, your
first thought is, ‘Would Ozzie have had it?’”49
Ozzie was an anemic hitter at first, posting a miserable 48 OPS+ in 1979 with
San Diego, but a 1981 trade to St. Louis, where Whitey Herzog deployed a smallball offense that utilized Smith’s speed and contact skills, was a godsend. After
hitting no higher than .258 in 1978-84, Ozzie gradually became a decent hitter
and finished second in the MVP voting in 1987 when he hit .303/.392/.383
(105 OPS+). And (unlike the Padres) the Cardinals were a winning team that
gave him exposure to showcase his skills nationally. Smith played in four postseasons and three World Series with the Cardinals, including a 4-3 World Series win over the Brewers in 1982. Although his postseason offensive stats on
the whole were underwhelming, he was chosen as the 1985 NLCS MVP when
he hit .435/.500/.696 and launched a shocking walk-off HR against the Dodgers’ ace RP Tom Niedenfuer in the pivotal Game 5. Smith was also a 15-time
All-Star from 1981-96 (missing only in 1993). He was voted the #3 SS on MLB’s
All-Century team in 1999 and as one of the Top 100 players of the 20th Century by the Sporting News. CVI ranks him 11th at SS and at the 0.68 percentile
overall.
Sandberg was one of the best all-around players in the NL from 1984-92, a 10-time
All-Star who hit .295/.357/.484 and averaged 24 HR (topped by 40 HR in 1990) to
establish new slugging standards for 2B. Sandberg was also an excellent defensive
2B (13.5 dWAR) who won nine consecutive Gold Gloves from 1983-91. From my
vantage point as a Cubs fan, Sandberg deserves his spot in the HOF, if only for his
8.6-WAR 1984 MVP season, when he came out of nowhere to hit .314/.367/.520
(140 OPS+) with 19 HR, 19 3B, 84 RBI, 114 R, 331 TB, and 32 SB, and like Moses, led
the Cubs to within sight of the promised land after 40 years in the desert. At least,
that’s what it felt like to legions of Cubs fans who had not even sniffed the World
Series since 1945.
As in the biblical story of Moses, it was left to others to complete the tortuous
journey and finally enter the promised land, which for the Cubs would not happen
until 32 years later. However, Sandberg was stellar (.368/.455/.474) in the 1984
NLCS loss to the Padres and again (.400/.458/.474) in the 1989 NLCS loss to the
Giants. On June 13, 1994 with a strike impending, Sandberg, who was off to a slow
start following a subpar year in 1993, announced his retirement. He returned in
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1996 but could not recapture his old form. Sandberg’s 74.3 CVI ranks 10th at 2B and
at the 0.69 percentile overall.
How often is a team blessed with a keystone combination like Alan Trammell
and Lou Whitaker, who played together for 19 years and provided above average
offense and superlative defense for a perennial pennant contender? The 1902-13
Cubs HOF combo of Joe Tinker and Johnny Evers (immortalized in rhyme) comes
to mind, but Trammell and Whitaker played together for seven years longer and
were significantly better all-around players. Their partnership began in the 1976
Fall Instructional League and continued from 1977 until Whitaker retired in
1995 (a year before Trammell). Whitaker was a slightly better offensive player
than Trammell over the course of his career and had the higher career WAR,
but Trammell had the higher peak (including a near-MVP season in 1987) and
a higher CVI. Trammell peaked in 1983-90, hitting .297/.362/.451 (125 OPS+)
and averaging 16 HR, 72 RBI, 83 R, 17 SB, and 5.8 WAR (despite down years in
1985 and 1989). Highlights of this period included MVP honors in the Tigers’ 4-1
World Series victory over the Padres in 1984, when he hit .450/.500/.800 with 2
HR and 6 RBI in 23 PA.
Whitaker’s hallmark was consistency, with WAR never rising above 6.8 and only
once falling below 3.5 from 1978-93, but he fared poorly in his two postseasons.
Both were outstanding defenders—Trammell with 22.7 dWAR and four Gold
Gloves, Whitaker with 16.3 dWAR and three Gold Gloves. Trammell played in six
ASG, one more than Whitaker. CVI ranks Trammell 0.68 percentile) significantly
higher than Whitaker (1.00 percentile), but both deserve HOF recognition. Neither was treated well by BBWAA voters, but at least Trammell remained on the
ballot for 15 years, while Whitaker inexplicably fell off the ballot after one year.
The VC elected Trammell in 2018 but ignored Whitaker until he became a finalist on their December 2019 ballot, where he received only six of the necessary 12
votes. Trammell and Whitaker were inseparable on the playing field and ought to
be reunited in the HOF.
As the quiet member of the Yankees Bronx Zoo teams, which logged four
AL pennants, two World Series wins, and scores of tabloid headlines in 197688, it is no wonder that Willie Randoph was often overlooked. But he was the
infield “glue” that held together those boisterous teams with his stellar defense and timely hitting speed and speed (271 SB) at the top of the lineup in
good times and bad. His 20.2 dWAR ranks sixth among all 2B – 3.8 less than 2B
dWAR leader Bill Mazeroski – and he was a far better hitter. He played in six
All-Star games, four times as the starter at 2B. His 57.4 CVI (1.28 percentile)
ranks 17th at 2B and places him sqaurely in HOVG territory, but he ranks higher than Hall of Famers like Billy Herman, Bobby Doerr, Nellie Fox, Mazeroski,
and others. He received only five HOF votes in his one year on the BBWAA
ballot.
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Beyond the Numbers
• Bobby Grich was no shrinking violet, even as a rookie. In 1970, 34-year-old future Hall of Famer Frank Robinson approached Grich when he was discussing
hitting with a teammate in the clubhouse, and asked, “What does a rookie like
you know about hitting?” Grich told the fiery Robinson, “Tell you something pal.
I’ll be hitting for 10 years around here after you’re gone.”50 Evidently, Grich lived
to tell the tale.
• Sandberg came to the Cubs as an unheralded throw-in in a 1982 trade of incumbent
SS Ivan De Jesus for veteran Phillies SS Larry Bowa.
• Sandberg compiled a 119-159 record as the Phillies manager in 2013-15.
• Smith was born Mobile, AL, a hotbed of African American baseball talent, but
grew up in the Watts section of Los Angeles. One of his earliest memories was
sleeping on the floor during the 1965 Watts riots to avoid stray bullets when he
was 10.51
• When the Cardinals traded Garry Templeton, another slick fielding SS who was a
far better hitter, to get Smith, many thought at the time that the Padres had won the
trade.
• Trammell had the misfortune of managing the Tigers in 2003 when they fielded one
of the worst teams in history. Trammell was helpless to stem the tide of a near-historic 119-loss season. The team improved in 2004-05, but a late-season collapse in
2005 cost Trammell his job, which went to Jim Leyland. It’s too bad that Trammell
couldn’t have stayed a year longer, as many of the young players he helped develop
came of age in 2006 and surprisingly won the AL pennant. Perhaps, Leyland was a
better field manager than Trammell, whose forte was teaching, or perhaps Trammell
was just unlucky.
• Whitaker is one of only three 2B to accumulate at least 2000 H, 200 HR, 1000 RBI,
and 1000 R. Hornsby and Morgan are the others — pretty good company. His career 117 OPS+ is good but not extraordinary for a 2B.

Brooks Robinson Lite
Graig Nettles (3B):
67.0 CVI – New York AL (44.4),
Cleveland AL (17.5)

Buddy Bell (3B):
66.2 CVI – Texas AL (36.3),
Cleveland AL (24.5)
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From a CVI perspective, the 3B position was a desert until Mathews, Santo, Robinson, Boyer, and Bando, all of whom debuted in 1951-60, joined Home Run Baker
as CVI-Plus 3B. Schmidt, Boggs, Brett, Nettles, and Bell joined the club during the
1970s and 1980s — and that doesn’t count DH Paul Molitor, who played twice as
many innings at 3B as at any other position on the field. Although neither Nettles
nor Bell was a great hitter, they were superb defenders, ranking fifth and third
respectively in dWAR at 3B and winning eight Gold Gloves (Nettles in 1977-78 and
Bell in 1979-84) between them after Brooks Robinson released his stranglehold on
that honor. Unfortunately, Nettles fell off the BBWAA HOF ballot after four tries,
and Bell was one and done.
If the HOF can accommodate a myriad of outstanding CVI-Minus defensive middle IF (Aparicio, Bancroft, Fox, Maranville, Mazeroski, Reese, Rizzuto,
Schoendienst, Tinker) who could not even muster a 100 career OPS+, why
should it summarily dismiss two great defensive CVI-Plus 3B like Nettles
(110 OPS+) and Bell (109 OPS+)? This disparity helps explain why the Hall of
Fame currently includes 24 SS and 20 2B, but only 13 3B. When one further
considers how long it took Ron Santo to be elected to the HOF and the lukewarm support Scott Rolen received from the BBWAA in his first two years on
the ballot, one could call 3B the “Rodney Dangerfields” of the diamond — they
get no respect! Nettles and Bell belong in the HOF and deserve a closer look
from the VC.
If six-time All-Star Graig Nettles, a 27% 3TO hitter with 390 HR but only a .248
career AVG, were elected to the HOF, he would displace Ray Schalk (.253) as the
owner of the lowest AVG of any non-pitcher in Cooperstown. But it would be a
shame if that prevents him from getting there. We know that OPS+ is a far better
metric of offensive prowess than AVG and that Nettles began his career in a period
when the MLB-wide AVG was below .250. From 1970-78, Nettles was a model of
consistency, hitting .254/.332/.432 (115 OPS+), averaging 26 HR, 84 RBI, 78 R,
2.4 dWAR, and 5.4 WAR per year, while making the AL All-Star team in 1975 and
1977-78.
Nettles’s career 110 OPS+ is quite respectable, especially for a defensive
star with 21.4 dWAR at 3B. When compared with HOF 3B Pie Traynor, who
hit .320 in an era when league batting averages were 40-50 points higher than
in the 1970s, Nettles had a longer career and a higher WAR at almost every
age. He also had a slightly superior OPS+ (110-109) and ran rings around Traynor (2.1 dWAR) at 3B. Don’t take my word for it; check out the 1978 World
Series highlights yourself online.52 Unfortunately, Nettles was eclipsed by
Reggie Jackson in the 1978 World Series and by Brooks Robinson in the Golden
Glove competition. CVI ranks Nettles 12th at 3B and at the 0.98 percentile
overall.
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Buddy Bell did not carry the albatross of a sub-.250 career AVG, and his 23.8 dWAR
is even better than Nettles. In his six peak years (1979-84), Bell hit .301/.358/.445
(123 OPS+) and averaged 14 HR, 77 RBI, 72 R, 2.5 dWAR, and 6.0 WAR per season,
while playing in four ASG and winning six consecutive Gold Gloves. Bell’s HOF
case resides primarily in this six-year stretch of excellence. But Bell lacked many of
the “extras” that make the difference between Hall of Famers and the near-misses.
Despite his respectable .279 AVG, Bell (201 HR, .127 ISO) lacked Nettles’ pop at the
plate. Furthermore, unlike Nettles, who was a key player on several championship
teams, Bell never appeared in a postseason. CVI ranks Bell 13th at 3B and at the
1.02 percentile overall, but without those extras, he is less likely than Nettles to get
there. However, he surely deserved more than the eight HOF votes he received in
his only year on the BBWAA ballot.

Beyond the Numbers
• Nettles led all major league position players with 7.5 WAR in 1971 and 8.0 WAR in
1976 but received virtually no MVP support in either year, since so much of his value
was as a defender.
• Nettles’ 3.9 dWAR in 1971 is tied with Matt Chapman (2019) as the third highest
ever achieved at 3B. Only Brooks Robinson (4.5 in 1968 and 4.2 in 1967) was
better.
• Bell belongs to one of MLB’s great multigenerational families. His father Gus was
a four-time All-Star OF for the Reds. His son David was a 12-year major league
IF and is the current Reds manager, and his son Mike played 19 games with the
Reds in 2000.
• Bell managed the Tigers in 1996-98, the Rockies from 2000-2002, and the Royals
in 2005-07 with little success, compiling 519 wins and 724 losses in nine years. He
is now a vice president and senior advisor to the GM of the Reds.
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Mr. May and the Boss53
Dave Winfield (RF):
65.3 CVI – San Diego NL (32.0), New York AL (27.1)

This book is about MLB players and their quantifiable achievements, rather than
MLB executives, but the story of Dave Winfield cannot be told without George
Steinbrenner, the mercurial Yankee “Boss,” with whom he was locked in a hellish
10-year embrace spanning the 1980s and who scornfully dubbed him “Mr. May”
(a snide comparison to Reggie Jackson). Winfield was a chiseled 6’6” 220 pound
athlete who played basketball well enough to be drafted out of the University of
Minnesota by the NBA and ABA and looked enough like a tight end to be drafted
by the NFL, despite never having played college football. But he chose the San Diego Padres, who selected him fourth overall in the 1973 amateur draft and immediately brought him to the major leagues. By 1977, he was an All-Star (his first of
12 consecutive ASG appearances), and by 1979 he hit .308/.395/.558 (166 OPS+)
with 34 HR and 118 RBI and 97 R, led the NL with 8.3 WAR, and finished third in
the NL MVP voting (an award he would have won easily if the Padres were a contending team). Going into free agency at the end of the 1980 season, he seemed to
be on the fast track to the HOF.

Dave Winfield
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But Winfield made the near-fatal mistake of signing with Steinbrenner and the
Yankees as a free agent. Steinbrenner, who viewed Winfield as the natural heir to
Reggie Jackson’s Mr. October mantle, had buyer’s remorse before the ink on the
contract was dry, when he learned that it included a cost-of-living escalator clause
that would cost him $7 M over the contract’s 10-year duration. Steinbrenner reluctantly accepted a compromise that involved donating the disputed money (plus
$4 M of Winfield’s own money) to Winfield’s charitable foundation, as had been
done to resolve a similar salary dispute in San Diego three years earlier. By the
end of the 1981 season, when Winfield disappointed in the ALCS and got only one
single in 27 World Series AB, the truce was over. He would never get a chance to
redeem himself in the Boss’s eyes, since that would be the Yankees’ last postseason
appearance until 1995, long after Winfield’s departure.
Steinbrenner did his best to get rid of Winfield over the remaining nine years of his
contract, but Winfield was too expensive to trade and after five years had full no-trade
protection. So, he resorted to ordering manager Lou Piniella to bench Winfield (he
refused) and to accusing Winfield of misappropriating foundation funds, while withholding his required payments (three courts ordered him to pay). Then, in 1988, Steinbrenner paid professional gambler Howard Spira $40,000 to misrepresent a $15,000
check that Winfield had written as a gambling debt. After an investigation, the Commissioner absolved Winfield and banned Steinbrenner for life from participation in
the operation of the Yankees in 1990. Unfortunately, the ban (which was lifted in 1993)
was a mere slap on the wrist for infractions (consorting with a professional gambler,
suborning perjury) that were perhaps as bad as anything Pete Rose was accused of.
Winfield soldiered on for eight tumultuous years in New York, hitting .291/.357/.497
(135 OPS+) and averaging 25 HR, 102 RBI, 89 R, and 3.4 WAR per season from 198188—not exceptional, but very good under the circumstances. Then, after missing
the entire 1989 season with a herniated lumbar disk, Winfield was finally traded to
the Angels in 1990. Although Winfield was never great defensively, despite his seven Gold Gloves (which are often given to players who look better than they play),
the back injury limited his mobility in RF and eventually forced a move to DH.
However, he enjoyed a long and productive sunset, including a 4.1-WAR season
with the World Series champion Blue Jays, when he obtained some v indication for
his 1981 failures by hitting 2 HR with 6 RBI in the postseason, including the decisive
two-run 11th-inning double that decided Game 6 and clinched the World Series. He
also joined the 3000-hit club with his hometown Twins in 1993. W
 infield’s 65.3 CVI
th
ranks 16 in RF and at the 1.05 percentile overall. His CVI was held down by his
unsightly -22.7 dWAR (despite all those Gold Gloves).
As a sidebar, it is appalling that Steinbrenner’s name continues to crop up for HOF
consideration. Does the “character clause” apply only to players? As far as I can tell,
Steinbrenner’s main talent was writing checks – including illegal checks to the Nixon campaign in 1972 and to Spira. Crimes and misdemeanors aside, Steinbrenner
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doesn’t even merit HOF consideration on pure baseball grounds. He took over a
franchise with unmatched resources, and after some short-term success in leveraging the new free agency rules in 1976-78, he misspent those resources on bloated
contracts for overrated veterans, while trading away prospects, and overseeing the
Yankees’s longest postseason drought since the Deadball Era in 1982-94. The foundation for the Yankee dynasty of 1996-2001 was laid not by Steinbrenner, but by GM
Gene Michaels and his young assistant Brian Cashman in Steinbrenner’s absence while
he served his suspension. Jeter, Pettitte, Posada, and Rivera were all signed in 1991-92
while Steinbrenner was banned. To be fair, Steinbrenner’s checkbook brought in
several important veteran stars (Clemens Cone, Wells, etc.) to build around the
young core. But without the intervention of Michaels and Cashman, Steinbrenner
would have traded Mariano Rivera for SS Felix Fermin (thereby burying Jeter), and
there might have been no dynasty. George Steinbrenner is no Hall of Famer.

Beyond the Numbers
• A powerful rebounder, Winfield helped lead the Gophers to their first Big 10 championship in 35 years and a berth in the NCAA tournament as a freshman and to an
NIT berth as a senior.
• When Winfield established the David M. Winfield Foundation for Underprivileged
Youth in 1977, it set the stage for more than 40 years of charitable works, which
earned him the Branch Rickey and Roberto Clemente Awards in 1992 and 1994 and
served as a model and inspiration for future stars, including Derek Jeter. As of 2020,
Winfield serves as an executive in the Players Association under Tony Clark.and an
eloquent spokesman for the MVP program, which supports personalized treatment
plans for multiple myeloma.

Close Calls – Pitchers
Rick Reuschel (SP):
67.0 CVI – Chicago NL (49.1), Pittsburgh
NL (11.8), San Francisco NL (7.1)

Bret Saberhagen (SP):
66.5 CVI – Kansas City AL (40.7), New
York NL (11.7), Boston AL (6.4)

Dave Stieb (SP):
63.6 CVI – Toronto AL (56.8)

Don Sutton (SP):
58.7CVI – Los Angeles NL (48.9)

Orel Hershiser (SP):
56.8 CVI – Los Angeles NL (39.6),
Cleveland AL (8.6)
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It is easy to see why Sutton is in the HOF and the others are not. Sutton was the only
one to pitch long enough to check off the career milestones – 300 W, 3000 SO – that
impress HOF voters. But really, there is more to like about Reuschel, Saberhagen, and
Stieb than Sutton as HOF candidates. There is even a case to be made for Hershiser,
whose shoulder woes turned him from an ace to a journeyman after his 30th birthday.
Three-time All-Star Rick “Big Daddy” Reuschel was a strapping 6’4” 225-pound Illinois farm boy who carved out a nice career as the unsung ace of a drab Cubs team
that was neither good enough nor bad enough to be interesting or to do more than
occupy space in the bottom half of the NL East in the post-Durocher decade.54 Reuschel anchored the Cubs pitching staff from 1972-80, compiling a 3.43 ERA (116 ERA+)
and 1.301 WHIP and averaging 14-13 with 140 SO and 65 BB and 5.2 WARP in 232 IP
per season. However, other than his 20-win 9.5-WARP 1977 season, when he finished
third in the Cy Young voting, his peak years with the Cubs passed almost unnoticed.
He seemed to be finished after the Cubs dropped him from their 1984 postseason
roster and released him at age 35, but like one of those horror film villains who
never stays dead, he resurrected his career with a 6.2-WARP 1985 season with the
Pirates, going 14-8 with 2.52 ERA (159 ERA+) and 1.057 WHIP. After flopping in
1986 and getting dumped by the Pirates, he added two more excellent seasons
with the Giants (36-19) in 1988-89. So he wound up as a credible (but totally overlooked) 214-W HOF candidate. His 67.0 CVI ranks 56th among SP and at the 0.98
percentile overall, but he had no awards nor signature moments to excite HOF
voters. While Reuschel’s HOF omission represents no great miscarriage of justice,
most players with CVI in the top 1% and many with lesser CVI are in the HOF.
Bret Saberhagen’s career consisted of stretches of disappointing performance,
due mainly to a succession of career-threatening injuries, punctuated by periods
of sheer brilliance (including two Cy Young Awards). He had enough of the latter
to put his CVI at the 1.01 percentile, but enough of the former to leave an overriding sense of regret for what might have been. Saberhagen’s most memorable
year was 1985 at age 21. Showing the poise and control of a veteran, he went 20-6
with a 2.87 ERA (143 ERA+), 1.058 WHIP, and a 4.16 SO/BB ratio and anchored
the young staff that brought the Royals their first-ever World Series championship
over their cross-state rivals from St. Louis. He easily won the Cy Young Award and
followed by winning the World Series MVP award for giving up only one run and
11 hits in 18 IP including a 6-1 CG victory in Game 3 to prevent the Royals from
going down 0-3 and an 11-0 CG shutout in Game 7.
Saberhagen then established a peculiar pattern of excelling in odd years and
failing in even years, which would hold through 1992, as his WARP inexplicably
bounced from 7.1 to 2.0 to 8.0 to 3.8 to 9.7 (second Cy Young award) to 3.6 to 5.1 to
1.5. Through it all, pinpoint control was his trademark; his 3.64 SO/BB ranks 24th
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on the all-time career list. His 11.00 SO/BB in 1994 ranks second on the all-time
single-season list behind only Phil Hughes’s 11.62 in 2014. After the Royals traded
him, he gave the Mets a good half-season in 1994 and gave the Red Sox two nice
seasons in a late-career comeback in 1998-99. Saberhagen played in three ASG (in
1987, 1990, and 1994), but not in his two Cy Young seasons. He lasted just one year
on the BBWAA HOF ballot, garnering only seven votes in 2007, and has received
no support from the VC. He deserved better, since he was a great pitcher at his
best, but there were more mediocre years than great ones. He finished with only
167 W. His 65.5 CVI places him 58th among SP and at the 1.01 percentile overall.
Like Reuschel, he is a borderline HOF candidate.

1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991

WAR

Rick Reuschel (Age 23-42)
12
10
8
6
4
2
0

The first ace of the expansion Toronto Blue Jays, seven-time All-Star Dave Stieb
was the poster boy for hard-luck pitchers who keep losing close games, while lesser
pitchers for better teams rack up wins. The seven-time All-Star, who mixed a variety of fastballs and a devastating slider and relied more on inducing soft contact
than missing bats, never won more than 18 games in a season, even after the Blue
Jays became a competitive team, despite posting ERAs of 3.04 in 1983 (17 wins),
2.83 in 1984 (16 wins), 2.48 in 1985 (14 wins), 3.04 in 1988 (16 wins), and 2.93 in
1990 (18 wins). He led the AL in WARP in 1982-84.
Although the Cy Young award almost always went to 20-game winners in those
days, Stieb finished in the top 10 in the AL Cy Young award voting in 1982 and
1984-85. He also lost three no-hitters in the ninth inning (two of them in consecutive starts in 1988) before finally completing one against the Indians on
September 2, 1990 – still the only no-hitter in Blue Jay history. Despite his hard
luck, Stieb’s 140 wins ranked second for the 1980s behind Jack Morris’s 162. Unfortunately, shoulder tendinitis and a herniated disk in 1991 effectively ended his
career at age 31, although he kept trying to come back as late as 1998. Stieb’s 63.6
CVI ranks 64th among SP and at the 1.11 percentile overall. Although he is a borderline HOF candidate, his shortened career, 176 W, absence of awards or 20-win
seasons, and lack of a postseason resume make it unlikely that he will ever get to
Cooperstown.
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Don Sutton was a classic complier, who pitched in the major leagues for 23 years
but played in only four ASG, never finished higher than third in the Cy Young
award voting, and peaked at only 6.6 WARP in 1972. He began his career as the
fourth starter on the 1966 Dodgers of Koufax and Drysdale and was a rotation
stalwart (but rarely an ace) through 1980. His best year was in 1972, when he went
19-9 with a 2.08 ERA (144 ERA+) and 0.913 WHIP. He remained a solid starter for
the Astro, Brewers, Athletics and Angels though 1987 before finishing his career
with the Dodgers in 1988. Although his 60.1 CVI ranks only at the 1.17 percentile,
his 324 W, his top 10 standing on the career leaderboards in SO, SHO, and IP, and
his postseason excellence put him in the HOF. Sutton went on to enjoy a long career in broadcasting.55
Orel Hershiser was among the best pitchers in the game in 1987-89, particularly in
1988, when he went 23-8 with a 2.26 ERA (149 ERA+), a 1.052 WHIP, 8 SHO, and 7.2
WARP, set a still unbroken record of 59 consecutive scoreless innings, and won the NL
Cy Young award. He followed by going 3-0 with a 1.05 ERA, 0.891 WHIP, and 32 SO in
42.2 IP in the postseason and winning MVP honors in the Dodgers’ NLCS and World
Series victories. A shoulder injury derailed him in 1990, but he came back to put
together nine solid years with the Dodgers, Indians, and Mets and finished with 204
W. Although his 56.8 CVI (1.32 percentile) falls well below my HOF standard, he was
among the 10 finalists on the VC ballot in December 2018 and could get in eventually.

Close Calls – Hitters
Dwight Evans (RF):
61.9 – Boston AL (66.5)
Darrell Evans (3B):
58.6 CVI – Atlanta NL (22.9),
San Francisco NL (21.5), Detroit AL (14.5)

Keith Hernandez (1B):
61.2 CVI – St. Louis NL (34.4),
New York NL (26.6)
Reggie Smith (RF):
58.4 CVI – (34.2), Los Angeles NL (19.4),
St. Louis NL (8.3)

None of these four outstanding players, whose CVI rank in the 1.17-1.26 percentile
is in the HOF, but a case can be made for each of them.
Three-time All-Star Dwight Evans was the least heralded of the young OF trio
(which also included Fred Lynn and Hall of Famer Jim Rice) that sparked the Red
Sox 1975 AL pennant, but he had the best career. A succession of injuries curtailed
Lynn’s MLB career, which had begun with a 7.4-WAR season that earned him Rookie
of the Year, Gold Glove, and MVP honors. Rice had a fine career but was never more
than a one-dimensional slugger. Evans, on the other hand, was a solid hitter (127
OPS+) and an outstanding RF (eight Gold Gloves) with a rifle arm, who played for
20 years and eventually overtook his more celebrated teammates in WAR and CVI.
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He even out-homered Rice and Lynn 386-382-309. Although Evans lacked the signature achievements or milestones that might have prevented him from falling off the
BBWAA ballot after three years, he has recently begun to attract support from the
VC and received eight of the 12 votes required for election on the December 2019
VC ballot. His 61.9 CVI (1.17 percentile) would make him a credible Hall of Famer.

Keith Hernandez was a slick fielding solid hitting 1B, who enjoyed an excellent
17-year career for Whitey Herzog’s Cardinals and Davey Johnson’s Mets, two of
the iconic NL teams of his era. He is a borderline HOF candidate whose best arguments for recognition are his 11 Gold Gloves at 1B, his 1979 NL batting title and
co-MVP award, his five ASG, and his contributions to two World Series champions.
However, he was elected to start only one ASG and topped out with 7.6 WAR in
1979. His 61.2 CVI ranks 18th at 1B and at the 1.17 percentile overall.
Bill James has called two-time All-Star Darrell
Evans (no relation to Dwight) “the most underrated player in baseball history.”56 I wouldn’t go
that far, but he certainly deserves more consideration than he has gotten from the BBWAA
(one and done) or from the VC so far. Evans was
basically Graig Nettles with a few more HR (414)
and BB (1605), but with more SO (1410) and,
most significantly, without the elite defense. His
58.6 CVI places him 15th at 3B and at the 1.25 percentile overall. I see him more as an HOVG than
an HOF type.
Seven-time All-Star Reggie Smith, who played
on four pennant winners and a World Series
champion in his 17-year career, was a consistently strong hitter (137 OPS+) and a solid OF
(3.0 dWAR) but never exceeded 6.7 WAR in a
season and achieved no career milestones that

Darrell Evans
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might have commended him to HOF voters. Although he was considered a star
in his day with fourth place finishes in the 1977-78 NL MVP voting, he lasted
only a year on the BBWAA ballot and has been ignored by the VC. With a 58.4
CVI (1.26 percentile), he falls a bit short of my standard for the HOF, but like
Darrell Evans, he is not that far away.

Squandered Promise
Bobby Bonds (RF):
56.4 CVI – San Francisco NL (38.1),
California AL (7.2)

Dwight Gooden (SP):
55.8 CVI – New York NL (46.4)

We come now to two players with HOF talent whose promising careers were ruined by alcohol and substance abuse. Three-time All-Star Bobby Bonds was more
than just Barry’s father. He was the premier power-speed player of the 1970s, with
332 HR and 461 SB in his 14-year career. He and Barry are the only MLB players
with 300 HR and 400 SB. After starring with the Giants from 1968-74, alcoholism
ruined the second half of his career as he bounced from team to team. Even so, his
56.4 CVI ranks 24th in RF and at the 1.34 percentile overall.
Four-time All-Star and 1985 Cy Young award-winner Dwight Gooden reached
even greater heights and fell even more precipitously. After a 17-W 5.5-WARP
Rookie of the Year campaign in 1984 at age 19, Gooden followed with 12.2 WARP
in 1985—the best since Walter Johnson in 1913. But starting in 1986, cocaine and
alcohol steadily eroded his performance, even as he anchored the Mets World
Series champion pitching staff. By 1995, he had fallen so low that he was suspended for the entire season. He made a comeback with the Yankees in 1996-98 in a
secondary role (although he pitched a no-hitter in 1996) but relapsed in 1999 and
was released in spring training of 2001. He had several relapses after leaving baseball, even spending a year in prison, but has reportedly been sober since 2012.57
His 55.8 CVI places him at the 1.40 percentile, but oh, what might have been!
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Hall of the Very Good
Frank Tanana (SP):
56.5 CVI – California AL (34.3), Detroit
(13.1), Texas AL (7.7)

Mark Langston (SP):
54.5 CVI – California/Anaheim AL (26.0),
Seattle AL (19.2)

Cesar Cedeno (CF):
54.2 CVI – Houston NL (49.6)

Will Clark (1B):
53.9 CVI San Francisco NL (35.8),
Texas AL (15.1)

Jerry Koosman (SP):
53.7 CVI – New York NL (36.8),
Minnesota AL (11.0)
The first four of these five players with CVI in the 1.33-1.51 percentile range share a
common career pathway. Each started strong enough to be looked at as potential
Hall of Famers but for varying reasons could not sustain that level of performance.
Tanana began his career as the Angels’ flame-throwing lefty complement to Nolan Ryan but injured his shoulder and reinvented himself as a soft-tossing finesse
pitcher, carving out a solid 21-year career with the Rangers and Tigers and finishing with 240 W and 2773 SO. Langston, who is perhaps best remembered as the
guy the hapless Expo’s received for Randy Johnson, amassed 44.6 WARP between
the ages of 23 and 32, (including four seasons with WARP between 5.6 and 8.5) but
did nothing afterwards. Cedeno (who had 40.0 WAR by age 26) and Clark (who
posted 15.3 WAR in his age 23-24 seasons) appeared to be on HOF trajectories early in their careers but fizzled before they turned 30.) Koosman who gained fame
as Seaver’s lefty sidekick on the Miracle Mets in his mid-20s, did not quite achieve
the early success of the others, but held his value into his 30s, posting a 7.2-WARP
season at age 36 for the Twins. None of these players lasted more than a year on
the BBWAA ballot, and none is a serious HOF contender today, although Clark
was among the 10 finalists on the December 2018 VC ballot.
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Other Hall of Famers
Table 7.3: CVI-Minus Hall of Famers
A) Hitters (Position)
Rice, Jim (LF)
Puckett, Kirby (CF)
Baines, Harold (DH)

Midcareer
1979
1989
1988

HOF
BBWAA
BBWAA
VC

AVG/OBP/SLG
.298/.352/.502
.318/.360/.477
.289/.356/.465

OPS+
128
124
121

WARH
47.7
51.1
38.7

CVI
50.5
49.9
32.8

B) Pitchers
Sutter, Bruce (RP)
Hunter, Catfish (SP)
Morris, Jack (SP)

MidCareer
1979
1973
1985

HOF
BBWAA
BBWAA
VC

ERA/WHIP
2.83/1.140
3.26/1.134
3.90/1.296

ERA+
136
104
105

WARP
24.5
36.3
43.6

CVI
53.0
40.2
37.8

There are only six CVI-Minus Hall of Famers (three hitters and three pitchers)
from the Free Agent Era. This small number reflects the fact that this era has only
recently come under the scrutiny of the VC; there will undoubtedly be more to
come, now that the last player from this era (Fred McGriff) has passed the 10-year
limit for the BBWAA ballot process.
Four of the players listed in Table 7.3, Sutter, Rice, Puckett, and Hunter were
elected by the BBWAA. Although only Sutter comes close to meeting the CVI standard for even the HOVG, all but Hunter placed at least in the top 2% by CVI.
Sutter, the original master of the split-finger fastball, barely missed the cut for CVIPlus status, ranking 236th on the list of HOF-eligible players with a 53.021 CVI –
only a hair behind #235 Boob Newsom’s 53.04 CVI. Sutter pitched only 12 seasons
and was effective in only eight of them. However, he was outstanding in his brief
prime; his 136 ERA+ ranks tied for 21st on the career leaderboard. As the relief ace
of the 1982 Cardinals World Series champions, Sutter posted 2 wins and 3 saves
with a 3.00 ERA and 0.750 WHIP in 12 IP in his only postseason opportunity.
Rice and Puckett were highly regarded hitters with 18 All-Star appearances (8 for
Rice and 10 for Puckett) and an MVP (Rice in 1978), but both (like Sutter) had relatively short peaks with only eight 5-WAR seasons between them. Puckett might
have reached CVI-Plus status if his career had not ended abruptly at age 35 due to
glaucoma.
Hunter, on the other hand, was a weak choice for the HOF. He had three really
good seasons – 5.7 WARP in 1972, 6.9 in 1974, and 8.1 in 1975 – but was pretty
much finished by age 29. His 104 career ERA is barely above league average (ERA+
104). However, he had a colorful nickname pitched for two colorful and successful teams, and had statistics that were enhanced by his having his peak during a
pitcher-friendly era.
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Jack Morris, whose 3.90 ERA (105 ERA+) is the highest in the HOF, is memorable
for pitching one of the most thrilling games in MLB history, a 10-inning 1-0 shutout over the Braves in Game 7 of the 1991 World Series. Only 36 World Series have
been decided by winner-take-all games and nine (25%) have been complete game
shutouts. Koufax’s three-hit, 10-SO, 2-0 shutout of the Twins in 1965 is probably
the best of the lot, but Morris’s gem was not far behind and provided more drama.
But somehow this narrative has expanded to paint him as a big-game pitcher and
ace of four World Series champions. The record shows that Morris performed
well only in the 1984 ALCS (1.29 ERA) and WS (2.00 ERA) and in the 1991 WS (1.17
ERA). He had a 6.75 ERA in the 1987 ALCS, a 4.05 ERA in the 1991 ALCS, a 6.57
ERA in the 1992 ALCS, an 8.44 ERA in the 1992 WS, and did not even make Toronto’s postseason roster in 1993. His overall postseason line was nothing special – 7-4
with a 3.80 ERA and 1.245 WHIP.
Morris’s 254 career wins (34 fewer than his 2018 VC ballot-mate Tommy John) is
tied for 43rd on the career leaderboard, and his 162 wins led the 1980s. But winning
162 games in a 10-year period was not that rare even in that era, as Palmer, Gaylord
Perry, Seaver, Carlton, and Niekro all exceeded that amount in the 1970s. Greg
Maddux won 180 from 1991-2000, Roy Halladay won 170 from 2002-2011, and Mike
Mussina won 163 from 1994-2003. Morris was certainly a fine pitcher and a fierce
competitor who was an asset to every team he played for. But not a Hall of Famer.

Bottom of the Pile
If the HOF were meant to honor great people, Harold Baines, the humble, self-effacing, hard-working, wryly witty longtime MLB fixture, could stand at the head
of the line. But the HOF is meant to honor great players, and there he simply falls
short. Baines was a classic compiler with 2866 H, 384 HR and 1628 RBI in 22 MLB
seasons who peaked at 4.3 WAR in 1984. His solid 121 OPS+ was offset by poor
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defense (-19.5 dWAR), which soon rendered him a full-time DH. He did play in six
All-Star games, once (in 1989) as the starting DH, and earned the Edgar Martinez
award as MLB’s best DH in 1988 and 1989. His HOF candidacy was undoubtedly
helped by the respect and popularity he enjoyed throughout his career and perhaps by the advocacy of his manager Tony LaRussa, White Sox owner Jerry Reinsdorf, ex-Orioles GM Pat Gillick, and ex-Oriole teammate Roberto Alomar on the
VC voting panel.58 However, while Baines was better than some of the Frisch era
VC selections, fans in 2070 will look upon the election of Baines as quizzically as
we look at those of Frisch’s teammates Jim Bottomley (30.6 CVI) and Jesse Haines
(29.1 CVI) today.

